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VGA for the grading and authentication of factory sealed video games and systems 

vet the past eight years, AFA (the Action Figure 
Authority) has become the worldwide standard tor action 
figure grading. To lha& day, our services continue to provide 
action figure collectors Irom around the world with the added 
peace of mind they need lo make sighl-unseen purchases. 
These same highly regarded services are now being ottered to 
video game collectors from around (he 
world via our new service, VGA 
(Ehe Video Game Authority}- 
Resi assured lbs! every collectible 
sent to VGA is treated as if it were 
priceless fry each and every member of 
cur expert staff. All Hams are 
inspected to confirm chat Ihe original 
seal, i! applicable, is an original laclory 
seal. Once this ts confirmed, a grade ranging 
from 10-100 is assigned to a rale the overall 
condition. In addition lo our grading and 
authentication services, VGA's standard fee 
also includes a high quality, cuslorri-made acrylic case 
designed lo perfectly protect and display your treasured 
collectible. Our acrylic cases are made on-siie by a master 
acrylic craFlsman and are unparalleled in quality. 

Currently accepting Nintendo and Atari 
submissions. 

Video Game Authority 
Visit us st www.vggrader.coni 
Prinf SuJHniulQn FUni delta! And Ml LI tPi 73M Hat*am£s 9ridg* Rtild 
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I've been collect mg video games— and 
game-related 3wag. grew maLeufb. and 
research—since 1972, when i fell fri love 
with an especially attractive Pong coin-op 

outside a movie theater on Roosevelt Av¬ 
enue in Queens, NY I became obsessed 
with Shis game, though l had never been 
much of a game guy in the previous ? ! 
years of my fife 

L Jfy jJ Soon thereafter, I read about a game 
system that seemed to duplicate the 
kind of interactive exdtfcjharit that 1 felt 

when feeding quavers iqgo that Poog machine. < still have tb* TV 
screen overlays from that original Odyssey system but 1 iorsg ago 
donated the system, games and overfed controllers to a video 
game museum, 

in the intervening years, being a member of rhe press, I have 
collected not only games but all manner of game-related gee- 
gaws, from enamel pins to posters, with a countless number of 
game-emblazoned fcty chains, jump drives, yo-yos and T-stiins 
in between Many of [hose- things—including a complete set of 
the original Electronic Games magazines—are no longer wuh 
me, alas* [he victim of too many cross-country moves. S<je that 
doesn't mean that the collector in me doesn't intend to Teacguire 
each and Every .missing Es.ue, Having hrfM gaming history in rny 
hands—including the prototypes ‘EPROMs, Bet as vofjust about 
every game produced between 1978 and [he 21st Century—i un¬ 
derstand the gamer's compulsion to possess these icons of the 
past, i also get the Joy that conies with oiscfiWiflftg a peaillftijirt""' 
crafted action figure based on a Favorite video game Character 

JLIecifomt.ganung has aWys been a hobby and hobbies are 
always about collecting. 

Collect mg is a necessary adjunct ip the development of any 
medium In pop culture. It is the collector? who pfeserve the 
knowledge that even now, is no Tdn'ger atwjys available via first 
person sourcing, li is also the..coilAccor who truly possesses ihe 
gamer's passion because collecting pFd games and game-related 
paraphernalia is like collecting a lost memory. 

Anyway, it s an absolute nas for me to take the rems of one of 
the dwindling hard copy game magazines, especially one as free ¬ 
wheeling, informative and entertaming as VIDEO GAME COLLEC¬ 
TOR- Sr's been a lot of fun working not only with the irrepressrble 
Shawn Paul Jones and the ever-indispensable Cav but also wuh a 
group of exciting young game writers including Scott Alan Mar^ 
riots, firett Weiss and Aaron Auznis as well my old friend, Mark 
Johnson, who has brought the coverage of game-based action 
figures, sculpts and plushies from his Song-running “Actton 
Packed" column \n the late, lamented [except for Codebooks, of 
courses TIPS £■ TRICKS to the pages of VCC. And finally, I get the 
opportunity to marvel at all the game stuff! n the brains of VCC 
regulars such as Kristina Potts and Michael Thoroasson of Cood- 
DealGames.com. 

And if any of our readers would like to keep in touch with the of 
Came Doctor on a slightly more regular basis than a magazine 
permits. I welcome you to J2Cames.com where you can't miss 
jt.v shiny head at the top of the page. Otherwise, until we meet 
again* keep collecting and battle bit rot? 

Kunkel 
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Power Up 

Publisher 
Shawn Paul Jones 

1. Cary Mollohan fresh off of his Retro Came Fitness World Tour, returns to lend a help¬ 
ing hand to Video Game Collector issue #10, Thank Fully, with years of video game jour- 
natism experience under his belt, editorial is no sweat for this fit and trim writer, Billed 
as VGC's "Master of the Interview" and currently compiling past interviews for Ns own 
hook, his expertise will really show this issue in interviews with gaming icons such as 
Tommy Tallarico and David Perry, Cary Mollohan has interviewed more gaming personal¬ 
ities than you can shake a stick at but we wouldn't recommend that because we imagine 
people wouldn't appreciate a stick in their face. You could poke someone’s eye out. 

2, Greg Wilcox specialties in Japanese gaming making him a perfect writer For Video 
Game Collector's Made m Japan feature. Even though this issue' s Made in Japan is based 
off some of the most infamous crappy video games from The Land of the Rismg Sun, 
rest assured, he knows a great game when he sees one. While other gdrnmg journalists 
get the luxury of mashing through AAA titles, it takes a rear man to research and play 
such atrocities as HosN wo Miru Hito, Baku sou Dekotora Densetsu: Art Truck Garde and 
Autobahn Tokio. According to Greg Wilcox, if you don't understand those titles, you may 
very weil be better off that way. 

Special Guest Editor 
Bill Kunkel 

-t Camera 

3. Kristina Potts takes video games beyond the cartridge and disc Format this is- 
sue. showing us how one-on-one fighting games have {unsuccessfully) translated into 
anime series. Even though the rope was a little uncomfortable, we managed to make 
it through the 24 hours of face punching she wouldn't dare watch alone. The Power 
Stones may set you free but we still continue to hear that opening theme in our sweat- 
soaked nightmares. One last item. Per video gaming society law 5 73-01, we are 
obligated to point out that writer Kristina Potts is a femate gamer. She also seems to 
receive the most fan mail out of the entire VCC staff for some reason 

4. Michael Thomasson is one of the most widely respected videogame historians 
m the videogame field today. He currently teaches college level videogame history, 
design, and graphics courses and is the founder and president of The highly respected 
Good Deal Games videogame database. His historical columns have been distributed 
worldwide in newspapers and magazines. He has also published games for several 
consoles including Sega CD, Colecovision, CD-i and Vectrex. Check out his amazing 
website at wwwrgooddea I gam es.com. 

Assistant Editor 
Aaron Auzins 

VIDEO GAME 
Reviews Editor 
Chris Cavanaugh Guest Writersl Matt Reichert, Scott Alan Marriott, Mark Johnson 

Art Direction: Marc Brandon. Hensley, Chris Pusczak 
Special Thanks: Uz Jones, Cynthia Hubbell, James Roffe* Grett Weiss, Albert Yarusso, 

David and Sherry Jones, Alicia Parker, Tommy Tallarico, Nolan BushneR, David Perry Price Guide Editor 
Joe Santulli Visit Us Online at: vgcollector.com 
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Kesc* Publishing 
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Scores Editor 
Walter Day 
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SNK PLAYW JKL 

TALETELL GAMES ATLUS 
Taietell Games has re leased the newest installment of 
me classic Sam & Max point-and-dick series. Season 
Two. Episode 4 Chariot of Dogs, The Title can be 
purchased off Taleteli 's official site or played via a 
Game Tap subscription. Speaking of CameTap,. its free 
play service has finally topped IDO offerings, mabng 
emulated versions of classics such as Twinkle Star 
Sprites, 1942 and Metal Slug available at no charge. 

Adus collectors should keep their 
eyes open for a number of spring 
releases which include Summon 
Night: Twin Age (Nintendo DS), 
Arcana Heart 1PS21. Rondo of Swords 
(DS). Drone Tactics (DS), Baroque 
(PS2, Wny, R-Type Command (PSP) 
and Persona 3 FES (PS2), 

TAITO 

Recently, Taito’s 19S5 arcade hit Legend of Kage has crept onto Nintendo DS systems In Ja¬ 
pan. While there is no current word of a LL3, version, the title has gotten a makeover to utilize 
both screens and extend the play fie Id, 

ELECTRONIC ARTS (EA) 
The Sims 2, will be getting an additional two 
expansions on April IS. The standalone title 
The Sims 2 Double Deluxe will offer up Sims 
2 game pi ay bund Led with The Sims 2 Nightlife 
Expansion PackK The Sims 2 Celebration Stuff 
Pack and a bonus DVD for S29.99. A Sims 2 
expansion wifi be made available with Kitchen 
and Bath Interior Design Stuff for S 19.99, 
which will focus on the additions of... well, 
kitchen and bath interior design stuff. Along 

KGNAMI 

Konami followed up Me success of its PSP 
Silent i-hii Origins by releasing the game with 
some minor upgrades and tweaks to the 
Playstation 2 at the price of S2 9-99. Classic 
entries m the spooky series are still climbing 
in value thanks to its theatrical release and,, 
o* course, Origins boasts sound and music, 
produced by renowned Silent Hill composer 
Akira Yamaoka. In Japan. Konami re-released 
the classic shdcu-'em-up collections Twinbee 
Portable, Salamander Portable and Paridous 
Portable as best-selling titles. While nearly 
all of the titles in the collections have never 

SEG A 

Sega continues to pull out classic franchise 
revivals, introducing The House of the Dead 
2&3 Return to the Wn and Mystery Dun¬ 
geon; Shiren the Wanderer for the DS. Sega 
Superstars Tennis (multisystem) continues to 
flesh out, adding the characters Sonic, Amy, 
Shadow, Egg man, Beat, Amigo, AJAi. Ufala, 
Nights. Reala. The game also emphasizes en- 

wlth the expansions, EA is also looking to 
move on with the senes, finally announcing 
The Sims 3 after nearly three years in develop¬ 
ment hell. To be released in 2009, the sequel 
wifi introduce seamless, open environments 
begging to be explored, a new Sim creation 
tool, more realistic personalities and unlimited 
customization. EA already has an official Web 
site posted for the title, which can be found at 
wvmthesims3.com. 

enjoyed a ILS. release, the games are part of 
long- running series and each collection -s 
now priced at 2.940 Yen (roughly S US 19-60), 
Prior to aiming Its Guns of the Patrrots at 
consumers later this year, Konami will be 
offering a refresher course on Metal Gear 
Solid's storyline and gameplay by way of a 
529.99 collectors1 pack. Metal Gea* Solid: 
The Essential Collection houses Metal Gear 
Solid IP lays tat ion format), Metal Gear Solid 2 
and Metal Gear Sol;d 3 for the Playstation 2, 
all wrapped up in commemorative packaging 
designed by series artist Yoji Shmkawa, 

vironments and mini-games from the Sonic. 
Jet Set Radio, Chu Chu Rocket universes and 
beyond. On the Wii Virtual Console front. 
Sega has recently offered Phantasy Star II, 
Columns ill: Revenge of the Columns [We 
dsdn't even know they'd been offended* -Ed] 
and Light Crusader to the service. 

Much likeCapcom, SNK-Piaymore USA has its hands full prepar¬ 
ing retro compilation goodness for the U-5- audience. A long- 
awaited mixed-game collection is on its way in the form of SNK 
Arcade Classics VoL I which will group 16 games together for 
the Wii, Playstation 2 and Sony PSP including Baseball Stars 2r 
Burning Fight, king of the Monsters, Magician Lord, Sengoku and 
more along with entries From its most popular fighting series. 
And speaking of SNK fighting series. Fatal Fury Battle Archives 
Vok 2 has been confirmed for U.S, release and brings the Real 
Bout series to the Playstation 2 and World Heroes Gorgeous finds 
a LI. 5. home on the PS2 under the new name of World Heroes 

Anthology to bring all four installments of the senes together on 
one disc. The company is still at work on Metal 5Eug 7, which, in 
a first, is heading directly for the Nintendo DS. ESP and Treasure, 
meanwhile, have teamed up for the recent Japanese release of 
a brand new entry In the Bangai-0 series for the Nintendo DS. 
Bangai-O Spirits takes advantage of the system's dual screens 
and allows players to edit stages and communicate with other 
players in wireless mode. Eangas-0 was originally released in the 
U.S. on the Dream-cast and remains one of its most collectable 
titles and, thankfully, publisher D3 is currently lined up to deliver 
the DS title stateside in the second quarter. 



CAPCOM 

The house that Street Fighter IIr buiEt is 
busy at work jumping on the downloadable 
service bandwagon with brand new updates 
to its 1942n Commando, Bionic Commando 
and Street Fighter franchises. For ns much- 
anticipated Super Street Fightsr II Turbo HD 
release, the company is promising eager play¬ 
ers an Xbox 360 beta test for the iitFe if they 
purchase Wolf of the Battlefield - Commando 
3. Capcom is also pushing Street Fighter IV 
forward, announcing the title is set to feature 
all eight of the original Street Fighter II world 
warriors in traditional 2-D combat along with 
new characters Crimson Viper, Abel and El 
Fuerte with more characters to be announced, 
in other Capcom news. Mega Man Star Force 
will be brought back to the Nintendo DS in 
multiple versions with a newly announced 
sequel. Also, at retail, the company announced 

MIDWAY 
NBA Bailers: Chosen One, yet another Midway 
spiritual successor to the 1993 MSA Jam, is 
shaping up for an April release on the PFaysta- 
tion 3 and Xbo* 360. Dwight Howard of the 
Orlando Magic will grace the game's cover 
and music giants Chuck Glaze and Just D will 
be providing soundtrack and commentary for 
the title, Midway broke the news of its newest 
installment of Mortal Kombat and this time, 
the kombatants aren't alone. Set to debut this 
fall, the company's newest title In its flagship 
franchise will see the regular kast going fist to 

that Devil May Cry 4 has already shipped 
two million units (since 3001 the senes has 
shipped 9 million total) and Resident Eva I 
Umbrella Chronicles becomes its second Wn 
title behind Resident Evil 4 to hit one million 
shipped (RE since 1996 has sold 34.5 mil¬ 
lion as a senes I. Finally, whether you loved 
or despised the original, a new. Street Fighter 
live action him project is on the agenda once 
again for 2009k Capcom has now named 
Kristen Kreuk CSmallvillfl") as the lead actress 
with the movie's story revolving around her 
character, Dum-Li. Filling in additional casbng 
slots are Michael Clarke Duncan rrhe Green 
Mile", "Sin City") as Balrog, Neal McDonough 
f'The Hitcher"K "Flags of Our Fathers^ as M. 
Bison, Taboo (of the Black Eyed Peas? as Vega 
and Chris Klein ("We Were Soldiers". "American 
Pie") as Charlie Nash, 

fist with various heroes from the DC Comics 
franchise. While details are scarce at this time, 
the game's official Web page ivAvw.wortdscol- 
lide.com* features art and a teaser video of 
Sub-Zero and Batman being not so friendly 
with each other, The full title wsll feature a 
mix of heroes and viIlians representing each 
brand and while a decent amount of blood is 
present in the trailer, the title wilt not feature 
fatalities, which are being substituted with 
"finishing moves." 

NINTENDO 

Flush with the success of its Brawl release, 
Mario's mimons at Nintendo are now pumping 
up the revival of the Mario Kart series. Mario 
Kart Wii came bundled with a steering wheel 
peripheral when ihe game hit the U.S. on April 
27. The Wheel attaches to the Wn Remote. 
Motorcycles will join the cast of vehicles as 

players' Mils can mix st up with the expected 
cast of Mario characters. Also for the Wii, two 
formerly Japanese-only titles joined the Virtual 
Console as DoReMi Fantasy. MilorTs DokiDoki 
Adventure (SNES) and Puyo Ruyo 2: Tsuu (Gen¬ 
esis) are now offered. 

AKSYS 
Through access to Aksys, it looks like the U-S. might actually see the Guilty Gear spinoff. Guilty 
Gear 2 Overture for the Xbox 360 in the third quarter. The title shockingly strays from its 2D 
roots and pits characters in full scale battlefields as two opposing armies wage war. Aksys is also 
preparing the third installment of the Castle Shiklgami shooter senes for the Nintendo Wii and 
expects st to release this summer. 

HERE & THERE 
In a new crossover promotion. Namco-Bandai 
has teamed with Lucas Arts to pit jech versus 
the Soul in the upcoming Soul Calibur IV. The 
Play station 3 version will see Darth Vader 
drawing his light saber while the Xbox 360 
format will have access to Vo da. The title will 
be released this summer and it appears most 
of the Soul Cahbur cast will be returning along 
with new combatants. 

P3 PUBLISH INC 

Gamers who think they are true iop guns have 
another opportunity to walk the walk as 
Guinness has released a specialized version 
of its World Records series based on video 
gaming. The book launched this month In the 
US. and information on the publication can be 
found at gamer^guinnessworldrecords,com. 

ESP and Treasure, meanwhile, have teamed up For the recent Japanese release of a brand new entry In the Bangai-0 se¬ 
ries for the Nintendo DS. Bangai-0 Spirits takes advantage of the system's dual screens and allows players to edit stages 
and communicate with other players in wireless mode. Bangai-0 was originally released m the U.S, on the Dreamcast and 
remains one of its most collectable titles andr thankfully, publisher D3 rs currently lined up to deliver the DS title stateside m 
the second quarter. 



Win Dinner with Atari Founder 

NOLAN BUSHNELLi 

Paramount Pictures has given the green light 
for a movie centered around Atari’s found¬ 
er Nolan Bushnell. The movie, to be titled 
"Atari", is set to feature Leonardo DiCaprio 
as Nolan Bushnell. Atari was founded by No¬ 
lan Bushnell and Ted Dabney in 1972 and the 
company would become a pioneer in arcade 
games, home computers, and home video 
games. Atari became a household name in 
the late 1970s and early 1980$ with their 
wildly popular Atari 2600 video game con¬ 
sole. Nolan Bushnell would later start sev¬ 
eral other companies after selling Atari, the 
most successful of which was the Chuck E. 
Cheese's restaurant chain. "Atari” is being 
written by Brian Hecker and Craig Sherman, 
who apparently were able to convince Bush¬ 
nell that they could do his unique story jus¬ 
tice". - AfariAge.com 

Enter to Win Today! 

Enter Online at Our Site 
vgcollector.com/contest 

How does the idea of sitting down to a meal with the man 
who developed Pong, founded Atari and launched Chuck E. 
Cheese as a national franchise sound? Interested? 

We thought you would be, so that's exactly what VIDEO CAME 
COLLECTOR is offering to one of our lucky readers. 

Game collectors should take a special joy in sitting down to 
break bread with one of the seminal figures in the creation of 
the video game industry. In between playing games table side 
and stuffing your face at uWink, think of all the stories Mr. 
Bushnell will be able to share with you. 

Nolan's latest enterprise, uWink Bistro is the place where food 
and games have attained state of the art integration, right 
down to the gaming touch screens built into your table. 

So here’s the deal: simply fill out the entry form below, mail it 
to us and take a shot at winning it all. VGC will fly you, round 
trip, to Los Angeles, put you up at a hotel and deliver you to 
Nolan arid uWink Bistro for the experience of a lifetime. 

Sound tasty? Then lake advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity courtesy of the world’s leading magazine for 
collectors of electronic games. 

Yours Truly - Shawn Paul Jones Publisher, VGC 

MO PURCHASE NFCESSARV TO ENTER. OR >«VlN. "My Dinner With Nolan" Contest Is QffEm to legal residents of the 4S contiguous United States 
Ages IS and older at the ome oF entry. Mrrt valirJ in Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto Rsco and where prohibited by law. Contest begins At 01 3.m. Gen¬ 
us I Standard Time iCSTJ on June 30 and ends It II.59 p.m (C^Tj on August 30. Limit of One entry per household during ihe contest Mul¬ 
tiple entnes from $ single household will void ail entries from that address. Td enter and view official rotes visit www.vgcollector.corn/contest- 



Alicia Parker 
Age: 2 5 
Residence: Traverse City, Ml (Soon to be Phoenix, AZ) 

Number of Systems: 14 
Number of Games: 500+ 

Collection Highlights: 1 have a video game magazine from 
every year since 1991! Most of the magazines are Nintendo 
Power, and I have more than 500 total, including strategy 
guides, catalogs, promotional brochures, and more. I find it 
gives one a unique perspective on the history of games and 
gaming culture. I aiso like my little gems, such as the Nin¬ 
tendo Wall Trim, my Pac-Man glasses, and my Super Mario 3 
watch, \ also have an oid Nintendo toy chest, and over 100 
games for the NES alone. Because I tend to find my items 
in secondhand stores, I have a little of everything, including 
about 12 promotional VHS tapes from Nintendo, two different 
episodes of the Super Mario Bros. Super Show, a Tiger Game, 
com, and a Donkey Kong Game & Watch. 

Best Find in the Wild: I found an old Family Computer (Famicom) 
was nestled in a glass display case, surrounded by other 
otherwise. It plays 500 games and works great; it even 
recently just got an Atari 2600 with seven games boxed for 

Thrift Shop for S5, 
ike it on Ebay or 

It 

Words of Wisdom: Hit the thrift shops and yard sales in your area at least once a week. Remember where 
they usually put out the gaming stuff, and don't be afraid to look everywhere, even in the bedding (I found 
my Super Mario Bros, sleeping bag by accident). I almost always And something cool and inexpensive, and 
that's where I’ve found 90% of my collection! You can also find doubles of things and sell them on eBay to 
help pay for the other parts of your collection! Also, make friends with the people who work at GameStop. 
They can hook you up with free promotional swag, something that hardcore collectors like me die for! 

Wants: I really, really want Super Mario RPC; Legend of the Seven Stars for SNES. The only reason I don’t 
own it is because I'm still convinced that I'll find it at Goodwill for 55 :) I’m always on the lookout for an 
obscure, expensive item for a bargain price,., and lots of times, I’ve found them. Also, I'm interested in 
beginning a collection of gachapon toys. They came out with a series that featured classic gaming con¬ 
soles, and I can’t resist! 



- Interview by (Spry Mo II oh an 

A 25-year veteran of the video game business. David Perry is one 
of the most respected developers *n the industry.. His numerous 
bits—including Earthworm Jim, MDK. and Enter the Matrix—have 
generated more than SI bihion in sales, (n addition to being an 
award-winning programmer and designer, David is aJ&o a sue- 
cessful game-industry consultant, entrepreneur, and mentor for 
emerging creative talent. 

How did you get started treat mg video games? 
I was kind of lucky because I was m the right place at the right 
time. The school i attended was in Northern Ireland- They got 
this bio computer grant when i was there, and they had no idea 
what to do with it. Literally, all of these computers just showed 
up one day. The school administrators] were. like. "Oh- my GodF 
What do we do with dll of These things?" 

[The grant] meant that I had Sots of computer availability. I could 
play around with them The teachers were busy trying to work 
out how to use them, too; it wasn't like they were all trained up 
or anything, 

Of course, the first thing we did was start to make games, and I 
ended up getting those games published in 
magazines back when 1 was 15 yea^s old - 

Which projects are you most proud of? 
For me, there are two things that make me happy about game 
development One is if J get to program, then I'm a lot more 
responsible for n. So. games like Earthworm Jim or [Disney's] 
Aladdin I personally programmed, which means I was very, very 
involved. So. for me, those were really fun. and there are no ex¬ 
cuses. really, when you're programming yourself. 

I also hke when games have a hook that you haven't seen before, 
5on our MDK game had the first sniper mode, and our Mes¬ 
siah game was al\ about possession and the fact that you could 
pretend to be someone else, or you could make someone kill 
themselves by taking control of their body. That's pretty cool We 

had our Wild 9 game years ago, where you could grab someone 
and stick them back in their own traps, hold them over a fire and 
roast them, and all that kind of stuff. [Those were] things I had 
never seen before chat were just interesting to me. 

We did a model helicopter game once simply because I had just 
bought a model helicopter, I noticed that the Hay Station control¬ 
ler had two (control] sticks on tt, so i thought.' Maybe we can do 
it." So, I was just having fun. really. 

The way I like to do it is. (come up with] a hook, an idea that 
you just haven't seen before. Then it's [a matter of asking] what 
could you do with that tdea. With a lot of them you say, 'Urn mm, 
this doesn’t really work. Forget about it "A? other times you say. 
f‘Qh. you could do this, and then you could do that and that’" 
Those are the ones that generally Survsve. 

What happened to Earthworm Jim? 
I sold (Shiny Entertainment] to Interplay, and Interplay then 
and still do -- own Earthworm Jim; they never sold ir on. What 
happened was, they started to "milk it" by doing separate licens¬ 
ing deals and things, So. they made Earthworm Jim 3--D. They did 
Earthworm Jim on ihe Gameboy [Advance] with Crave. It wasn't 
the original team doing it anymore, and that's why [the quality 
slipped], 

Before I left Atari [which acorn red Shiny in 2002], I actually did 
reform, for a moment, the ongsnal Earthworm Jim team. I was 
pretty exceed about that, a was like reforming The Beatles be¬ 
cause these guys are all successful in their own right. So, to get 
them to agree to work on a project again was pretty neat because 
they all have their own companies now-. That would have been 
really fun to see that through However, Atari was having some 
financial issues, so They couldn't do It But It nearly happened. 

Talk to us about PC cull hit Sacrifice. 
[Sacrifice] was one of the highest rated real-time strategy games 
of all time, yet it didn’t sell well. It was a. very interesting but 



frustrating time It actually ended up being a bit of cult hit. We 
still have people contacting us, [asking}. “Can you please send t?s 
the source code so we can remake a7" There’s still a loyal group 
out there that just loves that game 

it was a very good team the* made it. and th* technology in the 
game was state of the art. It used n scalable engine, which was 
new for its time if you load it up on a PC today, it look* even 
better, it basically creates ns many polygons as your video card 
can handle. 1 used to joke. "Someday in the Future, if you get a 
really amazing PC, this will actually drive it to LOO percent of its 
capacity." 

We had great technology and we had a very highly reviewed 
game, but She result was 
[disappointing;. So. -what it teaches you about the industry is, 
nothing is certain.6 

How do you licensed games that don't suck? 
I think the trick of it, from what I've learned, is generally to hod 
licensors that aren't too preoous about their property, [cm? si 
that are willing to think about the game first and let you just 
do whatever you need to do. It's a but like when we made the 
McDonald’s game. Global Gladiators. The McDonald's execu¬ 
tives showed up in the office, and they were very, very unhappy 
about the game because they thought It should have restau¬ 
rants [in which! you could buy and sell virtual burgers, which we 
thought was dumb. And they wanted it to star Ronald McDonald, 
but we didn't like Ronald. I come from the UKh wahere they call 
him Ronald "Fright Wig McDonald [laughs]. We didn't [make the 
requested changes]* and they were unhappy. We went ahead and 
released the game, and it won Came of Year from Sega! So. we 
felt kind of vindicated. On the other hand, a lot of other develop¬ 
ers would have had to make the Ronald McDonald game. That’s 
actually what ended up happening they just made another game 
starring Ronald McDonald, and it didn't do halt as well. 

Sometimes, if you attach [a game] to a movie, that's one of 
the hardest situations of all because then you have a very hard 
deadline, and the gam? is not as Important as the movie. You're 
always getting things on the tail end. It's not like everyone is 
focused on the game, and, oh, they’ll get to the movie. hhs. hke, 
oh, they'll get to the game if they have time [laughs],. Yet. the 
deadlines are the same. Video games aren't easy to make, so it's 
kind of an interesting challenge to get yourself into. The movie 
thing is a blessing and can also be a big problem, too. 

How do you feci about Enter the Matrix's response? 
For the first game, Enter the Matrix, l think we just bit off wav 
too much. We ]ax Shiny} had never made a PlayStation 2, Game- 
cube or Xbox game before. We didn't even have an engine. 

You know, I blame myself. We jiust took on too much, making 
multipse engines from scratch. We didn’t license anything. We 
developed everything from scratch, which meant that a lot of 
time was wasted that could have been spent on the game. I stilt 
don't regret getting the license hht game] was a massive hit, 
and we made a lot of money. So did our publisher, [Atari], I dor. i 
regret it. but, on the other ha no. t was definitely a little bit too 
much to take on, I think. 

What was it like working Wachowski brothers? 
They were actually incredibly supportive funny enough, They 
were very cool and very supportive, and they gave us a lot of 
access The interesting thmg with Enter the Matrix was that it 
wasn't preplanned, to some extent. So we had some issues get^ 
ling access to a lot of the actors. We had to use vorce-alikes for 
certain actors, but overall they ckd a loi better than you would 
expect. Because of the power of having the [movie} directors 
involved a lot of people were very, very support=ve, You know, 
we were all excited 'hat we oad Keanu Reaves m me game, for 
example. We didn't get very much of him, but we definitely got 
him [laughs]. 

I thought Ithe Wachowski brothers] did a really good job overall, 
on their end, and they did write a lot of script for it. So. to some 
extent, you're then playrng through a script, and the script had 
to follow a set sequence: you must start In a post office. You 
must collect a package. You must go here, you must go there. 
We followed the storyline that they wrote. 

What ate your favorite consoles of the past? 
I'm one of those guys who always wants the next thing, I almost 
get myself in trouble criticising hardware that's out there now. 
it's not that I'm a comp lamer, it's just a case of, "it would be 
great if. " That's how I'm always thinking. 

In reality, some of the machines of the past have been great for 
the time, I thought the [Sega] Genesis was amazing, and it really 
worked for Sega: the company was number one, The minute they 
moved on, they lost their stature m the business. It's a bit of a 
shame, really. I wish Sega had kept going as a hardware maker. It 
would have been reaily interesting, [thought the Dreamcast was 
cool. I still have one [laughs]1 

How do you explain the success of the Wii? 
I think Nintendo has thrown a orrveball [wuh the Wiij. If you were 
a hardware manufacturer, what would you do? The price of con¬ 
soles is going up dramatically each cycle. Along comes Nintendo 
and throws a curve ball, a very successful one. by [innovating 
with] the controller. So. what do you do next? Do you stay m the 
"arms race"7 Do you go controller-crazy? What happens next? It's 
going to be interesting, isn't it? 



Raiders 
- flaron ftiJEins 

of the Lost Cart 
In 19S1, no one imagined a professor and archeologist would 
become synonymous with adventure, but Steven Spielberg and 
George Ureas unleashed Indiana Jones: Raiders of ihe Lost 
Ark onto the movie going masses. As with any successful 
franchise, if was only a matter of time before console gamers 
were granted the chance to don the fedora and whip. While 
Dr. Henry Jones Jr. was involved In a number of tides through 
the past two decades, very few of the titles are worth the time 
for collectors of high-value games, however, fans of the series 
can't go wrong with being placed into Ihe shoes of the ex¬ 
plorer in most of the series1 tides. In fact, much of the series' 
canon and story elements can only be found in games within 
the series. With the theatrical release of Indiana Jones and 
the Kingdom of ihe Crystal SkuM and a couple of long-awaited 
new Indy video games, sit back and enjoy as we unearth the 
console treasures of Indiana Jones' past. 

Raiders of the Lost Ark (Atari 2600, Atari, 1982) - The sole game 
focusing entirely on indy's dehuL uniquely required the use of two 
joysticks (one to control Indy, the other to manage inventories? and 
came to rhe Atari 2600 courtesy of Howard Scott Wars haw. The title, 
white hardly worthwhile to collectors today, put forth a respective 
adventure with a number of rooms to explore and a handful of Easier 
eggs. Warshaw's work on Raiders earned him favor in creating a 
future Steven Spielberg-based Atari title, but we all know how that 
turned out.. 

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom (NES, Atari, 1985) - With 
Atari netting rights to produce an arcade title based on I hr? film 
sequel, Indy switched gears to pure action. The full flavor of the film 
was biewed for the game, Featuring plenty of Thuggee whipping, 
mme cart cha&e-s and falling suspension bridges that send Mote Ram 
to his doom, all accompanied by voice clips from the movie. The NES 
version was slightly changed [u adapt to Thu hardware, hut it remains 
true m theory to its decent arcade effort, 

Indiana Jqnfi$ and the Last Crusade: The Action Gama (NE5/GB/ 

SMS/GENyGG, Lucas Arts, 1989) - Creating a no-brains required 
offshoot to ihe last Crusade graphic adventure title for computers, 
Indy rushes through levels pulled from the him of the same name. 
While Lucas Arts developed the title, U was published for consoles 
anti handhelds by a number gf companies From U.S- Cold I© UbiSofl- 
Overall, the whip-and-jump title was critically panned in every con¬ 
ceivable category, hardly standing up to the quality adventure version 
only enjoyable on computers at the time. 

Indiana JOne$ and the La$l Crusade (NE£, Tailo, 1991) Nor that's 

not a typographical error - there are two distinct versions of The 
Last Crusade available on the WES. 1 alto's effort on the trilogy finale 
actually put forth a little more effort in bringing the him home using 
NES standards with cutscenes and choices that effect which order 
players tackle the stages.- While the title made for slightly better 

game play, unfortunately, it is not much more collectable than its 
predecessor. 

The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles (NES, Jateco, 1992) - While 
LucasArts had the Indiana jone^ license gripped up tight, the made- 
for-television series depicting a younger whip-toting archeologist 
was turned into a couple of console titles. Jaleco obviously received 
some inspiration from the WES's resident whip-wielding vampire 
killer as The Young Indiana Jones Chromeles plays out very similar 
to the systems Casdevania tides, while The game fails to meat the 
qualities of Korrarru’s ?ong-Winning franchise. Young Indiana stands 
out as a semr-decent effort for N££ players. 

Instruments of Chaos Starring Young Indiana Jones (GEN. Sega. 
1994) - W ih the hype of the movie trilogy fWe yean in the past. 
Instruments of Chaos was another jump and whip tost m the storm 
of poor platformers plaguing The iG-bn ^sterns The title does offer 
up a variety of choices of which stages players want to trek through, 
but the lengthy stages and clumsy execution of the game Fails to live 
up to the legend of Indy. Even the NFS version of the series released 
two years pnor had better execution in us story telling and cutscenes, 
which doesn’t bode well for players, especially Since they Will hdVfi to 
wait six years before another Indy console title. 

Indiana Jones' Greatest Adventures (SNE8, Factor 5/ Lucas Arcs, 
1994} In 1994, JVC published two Super Nintendo Trilogies based 
on Lucas Art s’ Hottest properties, SO mrlmg out alongside Star Wars 
Trilogy, it's no surprise Indiana Jones’ Greatest Adventures plays very 
similar to its Han Solo counterpart. The action-oriented whipping 
game play is m full effect and similar To the SNFS Star WaT? titter 
makes good use of its source material for ns graphical and audio 
presentation. The SNE$ cart gets the distinction 0f being she only- 
game to wrap up the entire him trilogy in one game. However, that 
makes for 28 yiuelmg levels Lhai Feature [he JVC Star Wars games' 
brutal difficulty and some well-known moments bom the films are 
stepped over to accommodate three storylines on one game. 

Indiana Jones and the Infernal Machine EN64/GBC, LucasArts- 
Factor S/HoiCen, 2000-01) Carrying on =oiig after the movie ml- 
ogy, Lucas Acts began work on a trilogy of titles on Its own. featuring 
Henry Jones Jr. Originally a PC title in 1999, Infernal Machine made 
its way to the Ninsendo L4 in 2090, taklnq a page from the book oF 
Tomb Raider to encourage ex pi oral: on and puzzle solving along with 
the expected whipping and Jumping. The title was met with medio¬ 
cre reviews but hit ihe N64 via and sales online, sp the Infernal 
Machine is one oF few indy titles that might take a bn oF Footwork 
and a tool £20 to nan. The Game Boy Color title followed a similar 
suit, displaying the game's environments in a three-quarter overhead 
view and relying heavily on puzzles. 

Indiana Jones and the Emperor's Tomb {PS2^XBQX. Llk as Arts, 
2003) Building on die framework developed for the Infernal Ma- 
i nine. Indy takes on adventure once again rr. this sequel that leads 
up lo the events of The Temple of Doom. Once again, she PC and 



Xbox titles led the way. making 
a number of amusements neces¬ 
sary to the series’ Sony debut 
on thie Playstation 2 with mixed 
results. Having slightly belter 
reviews than Infernal Machine, 
Emperor's Tomb seals Hie vault, 
leaving it as the last Indy game 
released, hovering at little less 
than S2Q in value. There are 
two new titles based on Indiana 
lories and the Kingdom of the 
Crystal Skull (however, there ii, 
a mobile game slated to release 
with the title). 

Lego Indiana Jones: The Origi¬ 
nal Adventures {360/PS3/P$2y 
PSP/PC/i¥ii/D£r LucasArts, 
June Gf 200S) - Being -con¬ 
structed by Traveller's Tales, the 
team behind the Lego Star Wars 
franchise* The Original Adven¬ 
tures will mix the building block 
charm with scenes from Raid¬ 
ers of the Lost Ark, Temple of 
Doom and last Crusade. Playing 
through the trilogy will uncover 
more chan &0 playable charac¬ 
ters such as Marion Ravenwood, 
Short Round, Mola Ram and 
more, with the familiar editor 
available to mix and match the 
characters' body parts. While 
Fndy has access to his whip to 
fight, swing and solve puzzles 
wnh [he unltxkable characters 
also gel moves of their own such 
as excavations, umbrella slides 
and command of monkeys. The 
family-friendly title will also 
encourage cooperative game 
play as the characters travel 
around various locations around 
the globe. 

Indiana Jones "200?" (work¬ 
ing title) {360,rp£3+ LucasA- 
rtsb 200$) - The first original 
Indiana Jones story to rnvolve 
writer George Lucas, Lucas Arts 

has been teasing the next-gen 
title since 2006. The title is 
the first-ever Lucas Arts’ title 
developed in-house for current- 
generation systems and is being 
developed to take advantage 
of NaturalMotion's euphoria 
technology to create real-time 
physics and realistic Al and will 
feature Digital Molecular Matter 
for open-ended and completely 
destructible environments. By 
Lucas' pen. the new title will 
take place one year after The 
Last Crusade amid the Nazi's 
attempt to conquer Europe In 
1939 - a time when Fndy ii still 
in h*s prime and can encounter 
some of his most dangerous 
rivals and most trusted friends. 
While the lapse in release For the 
title made many anticipate its 
release along with the Kingdom 
of the Crystal Skull movie, most 
sources are pointing at this title 
releasing in 2009. 

Indiana Jones {working title) 
(P52, PSP, D$h ?F ?) - The press 
release for Indiana Jones ‘2007" 
further indicated external devel¬ 
opers were at work on an Indiana 
Jones title for the Playstation 2, 
Sony PSP and Nintendo P$. haw- 
ever, not a peep has been heard 
about the titles in question since 
the original announcement. 

Non-Cons ole Indy Games: 
While Indiana Jones has a num¬ 
ber of console releases to carry 
US lineage, much of Lucas Arts' 
attention was placed on us ihen- 
hooming adventure line of titles. 
Owners of the Amiga, FM Towns 
and Com mad ore 64 along with 
PC and Macintosh machines were 
able to enjoy a line of adventures 
not found on any other formac. 
Critically acclaimed graphical 

adventure Titles entitled Indiana 
Jones and the Last Crusade and 
Indiana Jones and the Fate of 
Atlantis utilized the company's 
then-famous SCUMM {Script 
Creation Utility for Maniac Man¬ 
sion) version 3 programming, 
which allowed for the command- 
linking game play found in 
Lucas Arts titles Such as Maniac 
Mansion, Full Throute and Sam 
& Max Hu the Road- Gamers 
looking for a truly complete Indy 
collection will also have to seek 
out idles such as Indianajones 
in Revenge of the Ancients for 
the Apple II or PC and Indiana 
Jones and the Lost Kingdom for 
the Commadore 64. The action 
titles also hit a large number of 
computer formats with a few 
even touching down on the Japa¬ 
nese platform. Not only did 
Indiana Jones hit arcades with 
Temple of Doom, but just like 
[he raging boulder from Raiders 
of the Lost Ark, gamers can try 
their luck ai handling the silver 
boulders housed in the Indiana 
Jones: The Pm ball Adventure 
pinball table. Finally, Indiana 
Jones received one last PC-ex¬ 
clusive release in Indiana Jones 
and His Desktop .Adventurer (the 
game is housed on the now 
d e f u nc E 3.5 floppy fo rm at). Lfs - 
ing randomly generated maps 
and situations, indy was outfit¬ 
ted with multiple weapons for 
30-minute adventures meant for 
casual play. 

Collectors of the series should 
also be on the lookout for exclu¬ 
sive media items based on ihe 
game series. Lucas Arts teamed 
up with Dark Horse -comics to 
produce a four-issue comic 
book based on Indiana Jones 
and the Fate of Atlantis, While 
a third graphic adventure was 

planned and later canned along 
with another potential Indy game 
release, it didn't stop Dark Horse 
From continuing the production 
of four-issue comic using the 
cancelled Li ties' names of Indi¬ 
ana Jones and the Iron Phoenix, 
which detailed the Nazi's quest 
for the Philosopher's Stone, and 
Indiana Jones and the Spear of 
Destiny, a guest to track down 
the sacred lance. Collectors 
who track down e complete copy 
of the early Indiana Jones and 
the Last Crusade: The Graphic 
Adventure releases will also be 
treated to a replica of Henry 
Jones' Holy Grail diary refer¬ 
enced in the film. 

Non-Console Checklist. 

Indiana Jones and the Fate of 
Atlantis: The Graphic Adven¬ 
ture (AMG/C64/PC/MAQ 

Indiana Jones and the Fate 
of Atlantis: The Action Game 
{AMG / C64 / PC/ MAC) 

Indiana Jones and the Last 
Crusade: The Graphic Adven¬ 
ture £ AM G / C6 4 / PC r' MAC) 

Indiana Jones in Revenge of 
the Ancients (AP2/PC) 

Indiana Jones and the Lost 
Kingdom £C64| 

Indiana Jones: The Pinball 
Adventure (Arcade) 

Indiana Jones and his Desktop 
Adventures (PC) 
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Best of the Worst: A Trip into the World of 
Klassic Kusoge 

A significant chunk of North American game col lectors have no great 
interest In acquiring Jap«m-exclusive video games. After all, one of 
tolleeiing's most compelling attributes is TiosEaSuiu anO Americans 
whq never saw these games 10 begin with are uni ike Iv 10 develop a 
cornpukiori for pm pons. Fewar still seek out (he most extraordinarily 
.i%vtuI among these games that never made it to America, largely based 
on culture deferences or ihe fan that rtiey quite simply weren't good 
enough 

For those fans who do develop an interest in collecting imports, (hey 
must evtniually Face a erne I reality: given ihelr exotic nature, many col¬ 
lectors develop unreal isbc expectations and are disappointed when the 
game finally arrives. The good news? This is not necessarily a bad Thing, 

in Japan, in fact, bad games actually bava their own subculture and 
many infamous Tides enjoy a loyal 
following, Mo maiter which console you're interested in, you'll discover 
abundant amounts of Kusoge due rally “crap games"* happily waiting 
to be sampled for thejf assorted quirks and so-bad-it’s-fun design 
touches. Of course, while most of These games aren't intentionally bid, 
they generally lack enough gaming me?t to make completing them a 
satisfying Gjtpenence. Not enough protem 

Of course, developers don't decide to make awful games aui of the 
ulue. While urn* constraints, internal struggles and cash flow can be 
partly to blame, you can chalk many kusoge up to a dev team's ambs- 
nan outstripping ihmga like programming skills, strong QA I duality 
assurantei and capable an direction m the case of intentional kusoge, 
it - more a case of Japanese standards of humor ijerng a bit more ap- 
precrative of what would he considered odd content at besi by Western 
audiences. 

Lel'» 'rtart with Nintendo's Famicom. One of that system’s most infa¬ 
mous kusoge is Hqt-B's L9G? RPC, Nosh* wo Miru Hito i loosely trans¬ 
ited as Stargaze tf. notorious for being inferior in nearly everv aspect. 

How bad is This one? For .starters, how about eye-searing maps with 
n i it matched day-gto colors, invisible towns, random warps to unknown 
iocaiions ang the ran that you can actually lose key inventory Items, 
Forcing a reitart from the very beginning. Even worse, the combat dif¬ 
ficulty is skewed m favor of monsters arid che lack of battery backup 
.-,-HspjEd vmh a password system that actually erases your progress 4>j 

■ i^es me game jiracticaily unplayable, While searching for some sort 
-■ ,-, v through a few years back, I found OUT that some Japanese, fans 
with too much time on their hands actually remade the game for Win 
■ iywv with visual*, a much better inventory system and a more 
■enable save system Talk about dedication1 

Movmg onto the Super Farnitam, one of mv Favorite bad games on the 
^FC <» Rishin pensetiu 2oku by Magi fact, a unique mix of Mods-? rac 

inq and 20 fighting. The game seamlessly rocks the "so bad ilLs good 
vrbe thanks to the ovEfall Outrageousriess that derives from wreck¬ 
ing your car mid race and flying out of the driver's seat directly into 
a fighting sequence, Sure, most developers of the era never seriously 
considered mixing driving and fighting games, this IS great, mindlessly 
bad fun whrie it lasts 

WOfIe a ton of kusoge can be had cm me cheap many of these games 
can be n bit expensive due to low print runs -and.'or general demand 
from collectors. FC-Engine collectors might warn to keep an eye out 
tor. perhaps, avoid ennrelv' Ane-San. a pneev fighting game featur¬ 
ing Tough females ihat look like they came from a prison movie find 
not the gond kmdft. Chunky sprites, bad animation and hand cramping 
controls await anyone who snaps up this one Baby Jo is another one 
of those “what were they thinking?" games (hat's going to cost you a 
pretty penny just so you can play it once and pul ft up on a shelf where 
it belongs. 

Although it's not as had as some Folks say, the arcade-style puzzle 
game Circus Lido ha$ generally bean too expensive for curious cheap 
skates to check Pul- Nowhere near as costly, Wonder Mgmo has you 
play as a schoolgirl who transforms into a short skirt-wearing heroine 
that walks back and Forth pn a small stage kicking enemies and avoid¬ 
ing projectiles. Namco actually produced a couple of hit or miss PC-E 
games, but this one stands out as One of rhen least successful iyet 
quit* collectables efforts. Of course, no kusoge collection would be 
Complete without a wallet burrin' copy of Toilet Kids, a 
simple- looking top-down shooter that features flying Feces in nil man¬ 
ner of ship shapes. Its actually more shocking to read about so if you've 
got a sense of humor and enpuqn cash, definitely track this one down. 

Over on the Mega Dnve« an you need to say is zero Wing and you ft get 
a Chuckle out or folks that haven't even p-layed the game vtft thanks 
to the fact that it inspired the "All Your Ease ArE Belong ccf Us" craze 
that exploded over the Internet back in 2001-This Taoplan shooter 
isn’t really a kusoge. but the botched translation for the UK version's 
Cut scene* generated worldwide notoriety and Sent the price soaring, 
People were e*en misrakenly paying outrageous sums for the Japanese 
version despite the obvious fact that il didn't have that badly translated 
Text Oeflntteiy go for Che UK version, as unlike many UK WD games, 
it plays on a US Genesis without a converter cart A tiny bit more ex¬ 
pensive land a genuinely lousy gamej is Divine Sealing, an unlicensed 
ircade-sfyto shooter that's notorious for hashes of am me gal nudity 
between stages. It's not at all sexy and the gameplav «* so woeful you'll 
probably want to hit yourself in the head a tow tunes with the game 
box. However, given that the box rs made from cheap cardboard iThmfc 
late Genesis releasedj and not The usual hard plastic. you'll only t>? 
knocking down that resale value with each blow. While the Mega CD 
had a mostly decent lineup during its short lifespan. I'd have to rate 
Cvborg QG9 as a flat-out stinke* The intro and cut scenes have a mce 
refTo took to them, but stiff controls, anruiatinn and bland visuals donT 
rmorove ihe overall sense of mediocrity- 



Far you 3DO collectors looking for eld cheese ot Questionable quality, 
i'll recommend Autobahn Tokio. a 1995 driving game with four cais, 
three tracks, two game mode* and no redeeming features,. Uke many 
mid-'90s polygon-based games, it seems as if the developer had 
little Id no 3D experience You tan usually find I hi S one cheap when it 
does show up, so li's, not a total loss. For a more worthy buy, the low 
prim run of Short WARP (only 10.000 were produced* makes na lei 
more exciting to seek out. This collection of nine bizarre mini-games 
and demos is a great example of intentional kusoge as seen through 
WARP’S small Staff led tip by Kenji Ena. one of the more intriguing 
qame creators out there. WARP only made a handful of "senouj" games 
(P, Enemy 2ero, D2j along with a few pdd puzzle* adventure o* action 
games, but iheir wacky side definitely came through in the stuff they 
did in the«r spare time. 

When the Playstation and Saturn eras hit, Finding kusoge became even 
easier, thanks to developers struggling to rush together 3D games on 
more powerful consoles with higher profiles, Sony launched window 
titles such as Twin Goddesses, Cosmic Race, Not Treasure Hunter, Metal 
Jacket and Elector which are all sufficiently terrible In their own ways 
to warrant a purchase, Interestingly enough.. Metal Jacket, a "Real-Time 
Battle Simulator" featuring Gundam-llke mechs was actually going to 
be released in the US at one point. Based on the facts that the game is 
fairly bad but its menus are entirely in English, I'm thinking This was 
more a decision to quickly get product on store shelves rather than re¬ 
lease a quality game. Elector always cracks me up because It's from Arc 
System Works, the same folks that would come up with the excellent 
Guilty Gear series of 2D Fighting games. This particular game is also a 
3D mech shooter, but everything just goes "boom" from the moment 
you press Stan, Music-savvy gamers might recognize level titles a* 
variations on bard-rock or meial tunes, but the blend of overly color¬ 
ful and too bland visuals, reappearing enemies aftda strict lime limit 
that will force slow gamers to replay the entire thing from the stare can 
make Tor a hair-pulling experience. 

Two of the best bad games on the PS One are Repsiman and Baku sou 
OekOTOra Dcnsetsu Art Truck Battle. Fepsiman Js a Crash Bandicoot - 
style run 'n jump that's as flat out hysterically funny to watch as it is 
to play. Unlike the trio of fiurger King games released here, Pepsi man 
rocks because it's not only a blast to play, it doesn't wear oui its web 
come ir sticks rp one style of gamepfay and nails ir perfectly An Tcuck 
BaLTte a wild mix of tractor-trailer racing, with both simulation and 
mini -game aenpn as you play a tough Japanese trucker in hi* tricked 
out rig. The game spawned a few sequels, but 1 prefer the original 
because it was just that. One truly unique game, Asmik Ace's L5D, 
could be called a "false" kusotie since its quirky visual style tends to 
throw people off before they even play the game The game, a "dream 
simulator" based on a journal kepi by one of the dev team members., is 
«in abstract masrerptece that's impossible to describe without playing or 
seeing it In action. Anyway, it's incredibly rare, extremely expensive and 
comes In two versions—the standard game or In a dual disc case with 
a limited edition music CD. Maybe if you're good, I'll whip up an entire 
column on ihiS one In the fulur? 

dosage abound On The Saturn as well, but I'll Stick With four fqr space's 
sake. Jung Rhythm is a suoerhly annoying rhythm game that's a weak 
Parappathe Rapper knockoff following a yappy Japanese schoolgirl as 
she goes ah nut her daily routine Despite some comic moments here 
and there, the musical selection ranges from bad rapping to happy 
J Pap to bad rocking To worse ’ -Rock The controls are erratic at best 
Even worse, the characters are all unappealing and at the end of the 
day it works better as a patty game where everyone can get a laugh 
at the onscreen antics: Death Crimson, possibly the worst tight gun 
game made for The system, was atone time among the hardest Saturn 
games to track down, commanding prices That sqm primes rose over 

S1D0 tor a sealed copy. These days you can probably pecK a used one 
m for around twenty bucks or So, but be prepared for a slew moving, 
yucky-lookmg time In front of your TV. Besides, the game is controller 

throwing hard to (he point that you think your gurt ot pad isn't working 
correctly. 

Speaking of shooting stuff. Banpresto's JSWAT cements the case that 
Japanese program me rs in the mid io Lite '90s should have stayed far 
.iway from ihe FPS genre Like Expert on the PlaySlati-on, the game takes 
familiar genre elements and mangies them with poor graphics, spotty 
hit detection and an amusingly over the top attempt to capture the 
lee I qf a U5 made game or Hollywood action flick, Ac least Expert had 
a mildly competent mix of 2D sprites m a 3D environment - >SWAT"s 
digitized character* and too tiny visor viewpoint make n look like a 
handheld game blown up to full screen size- Finally, I'll give Welcome 
House a shove mto the spotlight Imagine an EOrs sitcom complete wilh 
laugh track mixed with a cartoon filled with fairly easy to spot slapstick 
gags. The result li as unfunny as you can imagine, but there was actu~ 
ally a sequel made 1 hat's not a hell of a lot better—A just looks nice.i 
and has more explosions. Good thing developer Gust was better at 
building RPCs. 

As fat as Dreamcast games go, Sengoku Turband Undercover A.D. 
2025 Kel are two distinct shades of bad that are both worth a peek. 
The former is an action/RPG with intentionally childish 3D visuals while 
the litter is a mind bogglingly lame action/adventure. Both games 
are memorable for exactly The some reason TurbS offbeat look and 
semi-serious plotline and Undercover's sexy heroine and her detective 
work arc both crippled by some of the mosi counter-intuitive controls 
you'll ever hate having to struggle with. Out of the two. you can actually 
finish Turb with a bit of work, but Undercover's overly fierce (yet dumb! 
enemy Al and some terrible camerawork will have you reaching for Ihe 
power switch about four or so hours in. 

As for PlayStation 2 game*, well, a larger library mfcans kusoge IfE 
rampant With a ton lO choose from in ju*t about every genre. Feel free 
to try inexpensive games such as Sky Surfer, either of the two Hrewelgr 
games (Gust again IS Project Minerva or ihe harder to find 2000 release 
Keiiset^ujuuki Kenka Battle Buchigire Kongou*1. The latter Is a fighting 
game with am me characters going at it using construction equipment 
instead of fists. At least UK gamers got this one a* BO.1' Battle Con¬ 
struction Vehicles beck m 20G3 

Perhaps Ihe biggest cultural difference when it comes to kusoge is its 
overall acceptance by Japanese gamers. While publishers on both sides 
of (he ocean trot oul multimilhon ad dollar campaigns for ”AT releases, 
IEhS rare Id sea a low-quality nr budgei game get much play stateside. 
Meanwhile, smart Japanese publisher* can produce and print kusoge 
in smaller amounts, turning a profit from cheap title* with shorter 
development schedules. D3 Publisher's Simple t50D and 2000 series 
ol games originally started out as a budget lineup of board, puzzle, 
sari no gr card games on the PlayStation and Came Boy Adva nee before 
branching Out to nearly every format imaginable. To date, the company 
has published budget games and reprints for Every major console In 
Japan 1 except ihe original Xbox) and a few of their ongoing series such 
as The Chikyuu Bouelgun (Eaith Defense Forcei and The OrieeChanbara 
(roughly translated as "fide: Sister Sword Fighting") have become cult 
hiES amongst import tans. Since these game* generally cost around 
£25 ! S 30 expending on which import shop ygu frequent lPlay-A*ia is 
a great source), you can beef up your collection without paying a pre¬ 
mium Granted, your collection will be packed with a chunk of “Grade 
B' gaming goodness (or badness, as the case may bei, but as long as 
you're getting the most out of what you're buying* that's all that really 
matters. 

VGC 
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Name: Harem * Company: Multivision 
Programmer: Michael Case * Year: 1932 

What do mystery supers, dragons and gargoyles have in common? If you said "Elements of a 
good porno game,” then you're probably on the same weird wavelength as the poor soul who 
dreamt up this game. 

The goal of Harem is to cross a multi-tiered screen full of obstacles man attempt to make 
it with as many women as possible. Each level of the screen offers up a different nubile with 
whom to make sexy lime, along with some sort of obstacle TO overcome. Obstacles range from 
snipers biding in bushes (no not THAT kind of bush) to dragons and gargoyles and snakes {oh 
my!). 

Once your surrogate successfully reaches a woman, a sexually-oriented mini-game ensues. 
The mini-game consists of pushing the joystick back and forth at the proper trme m order to 
simulate the sex act. Each lime you get Jc right, you "score" a point. However, if you push your luck too far, the woman will turn into 
a bottomless pit and suck you under. Boy, I bet Freud would come back From to dead for a session with the aptly-named Mr. Case. 

For a porno game; Harem is actually pretty good. The obstacles are varied, and the graphics are respectable. Unfortunately, the 
game pi ay is rather difficult at times and clearly needed a 1st t re additional spit and polish before being released. The other problem 
with Harem is that the game gets old after only a Few plays, dramatically reducing its replay value. 

Rating: 2/S 

Name: Save Mary ■ Company: Atari 
Programmer: Todd Frye * Year: 1990 

The game title says it all: the goaf of the game is to indeed save Mary; a girl who has somehow 
got herself stuck in a canyon that's rapidly filling with water. Using only a crane and several 
oddly shaped blocks, the player must construct a platform sufficiently high that Mary can chmb 
onto it and be hoisted to safety via the player's crane. The task rs made more difficult due to 
the shape of the blocks. Not all blocks come shaped as tidy little squares and each level has its 
own unique set of blocks which require Intelligent planning in order to successfully link them 
together, forming a platform to which Mary can escape. 

Eurthfer complicating things, Mary begins to panic PQQ and will run back and forth around the 
platform. Thankfully, there are several power-ups available to help you out. Power-ups appear 
on the Sides of the canyon and must he collected and dropped off in order to activate them. 
Power-ups range from the ability to briefly stop the incoming water to making Maty invincible. 

Save Mary tends to get tough quickly and can easily spin out of control if you don't have a plan for slacking the blocks. Strategy and 
planning are the keys 10 success, but tarry too long and Mary drowns. Save Mary is Interesting Tetris variant with enough variety 
to keep gamers coming back for more. It appears that Aran had a real winner on ns hands, but ultimately Save Mary came along too 
late to save the dying system (a system that programmer Todd Frye helped fry by creating the infamous Pat-Man for the VtSh 

Raring 5/5 

Name. Alligator People * Company: 20th Century Fox 
Programmer: John Russel * Year: 1983 

Eased on ihe really bad '50s sci-fi movie of the same name, Alligator People is an action garni; 
where you assume the role of jane Marvin (the character played by B-Movie queen Beverly Car 
land m the 19S9 film), the woman who must: save her husband and hss friends from morphing 
mto alligator people as a result of one of those failed medical experiments that always went 
wrong m L5Qs horror flicks (think The Lizard from Spiderman). Jane must wander about an 
ever-changing maze and shoot each person on the top and bottom of the screen with a special 
Alligator antidote until they return to human form. 

As Jane traverses the maze she must collect the vials of antidote and large red S's (containers 
of serum) that are scattered ihroughout the labyrinth. The vials allow Jane to cure her friends 
by Firing them at the afflicted while the serum containers increase the potency of the antidote 
requiring fewer shots m order to cure her loved ones. The serum containers only appear in 
certain variations. 

In addition to keeping an eye our for wandering alligator people, jane must contend with the ever-changing m jze itself, 
which includes walls rhai shift in and out in a predetermined pattern in an attempt to crush poor Jane The walls can also obscure 
antidote and serum vsals making your task all the more difficult This moving maze adds a lot of challenge to the game, md makes 
an aver age game a bit more interesting. Unfortunately, Alligator People didn't do wed enough m play testing to be released, and was 
quietly shelved. 

Rating 4/5 



Name: Ixion * Company: SEGA 
Programmer: Stance Nixon • Year: 1983 

Here's isri oddity, an unreleased 2GOP panic that's actually a port of an un re I eased arcade 
game. It appears that although Sega developed Ixiofi for multiple platforms, n ultimately never 
saw release on any of them. The game title comes from the Greek legend of Ixion who was 
punished by £eus by being hound to a winged wheel that revolved in the air in all directions for 
alt eternity. 

The goaf ol Ixion is io collect the hve white squares scattered across the screen and spell out 
the word "Ixion" before time elapses. The game screen consists of a giant grid of ILQ squares 
on which your ship can travel. 

At the start of each level only certain squares are visible, and since your ship can only travel 
over visible squares, players must reveal the missing squares in order to proceed. Revealing 
rhe missing squares is fairly simple—the player must simply move the brown sphere over an empty square, the sphere ■'which is 
normally stationary* can be moved hy shooting or ramming mto rt. which sends it bouncing around ihe screen revealing squares and 
laying waste to enemies as it goes (hence the reference to Ixion's flying wheel). 

Also moving around the game grid are enemy drones, which will attempt to destroy your ship. Unfortunately, the drone shots also 
destroy tiles, making your path much more difficult to traverse. Thankfully, the drones appear to be bound by I he same rules regard¬ 
ing iravel over tiles that you are. so there is no unfair advantage. Enemy drones take only one shot to defeat, bui will take out the tile 
they occupy when they explode. 

II is unknown why Ixion was never released, bui it was around this time that Sega Enterprises (the American arm of Sega) was sold 
to Bally. After this sale, all of Saga's 2000 titles were Bally Midway arcade games flapper, Spy Hunter, and Up n Down). It may have 
been fell that only well known arcade games wouid sell well enough in the competitive 2 6 GO market, or perhaps lx ion sun ply got lost 
In the switches? Whatever the reason, the 2600 world was robbed of one of one of the most original and entertaining tides lo grace 
the console. 

Rating: 5/5 

Name: Lord of the Rings - Company: Parker Brothers 
Programmer: Mark Lesser ■ Year: 1983 

If There was ever a prototype whose existence was doubted by most members of the clas¬ 
sic gaining community, it was Lord of the Rings. So imagine my surprise when not only did 
the prototype turn up, but it was nearly completei How could one of ihe most sought-after 
prototypes remain hidden for so many years? Was it worth the wait? Did it live up to expecta¬ 
tions? Would Tolkien fans have a reason to keep on living? The answer to ihese questions is a 
resounding “sorta". 

The goal of the game is to travel from Hobbitton to Rivendell in as short a lime as possible. 
You will be pursued during this quest by the deadly Nazgul {Ring Wraiths), who will attempt to 
kili you and capture the Ring, Along the way you can meet various characters from the book, 
each of whom will help you m a sped he way fspeeding you Up, pointing you in the direction of 
other party members, etc.). While It Is not necessary to find any of these characters, ihey do 
make the game much easier. 

As with any adventuie game, the ham fFrodol can only take a sei number oE hits before he rises. As Frodo, you can be wounded in 
one of two wayv getting hit by the Nazgul or waiting in the forest for more than four time units {each day consists of 16 time units]. 
Unfortunately, there is no way to heal yourself, but (he various characters can protect you 1mm the Na/gui Over the course of The 
day ihe sun will slowly set and the sky behind ihe hills grow darker until night falls. During the night ihe Nazgul became much more 
active and will speed up considerably, to the point where they can outrun Frodo. The longer the game lasts* the- faster the Nazgul 
become, speeding up a bit each day. If you fail to reach Rivendell within seven days, she game ends. 

So what about the One Ring to Rule- Them ASI? While rhrs piece of enchanted blmg is present m the game, it >s not particularly useful 
oiher than for hiding from the bird spies (at the cost of speeding up the Nazguls) so iths best to use it sparingly. 

To use the ring, press the hre button while on the road, forest, or in open land. You'll know you have the ring on as your character 
will turn gray and a rune will play. 

Alt in all Lord of Thu Rings isn't bad, and it's pretiy complex for a 26Q0 game. The real problem here is the fatT that LGTR is boring1 
All you do is run away from things until you reach Rivendell, and theie's no way to defend yourself. This is an unfortunate side-effect 
of basing a video game on a fantasy novel Having rrodo rake our bis sword and slice the Nazgul in two jtiss wouldn't ht with his 
character, in short, although the game turned out to be average, we can at least finally close the book on one of the greatest proto¬ 
type mysteries of all rime. 

Rating 3/5 



Name: Kabobber ■ Company: Activision 
Programmer: Rex Bradford • Year: 1983 

Kabobber ii ju-sc one of those games that defies classification. Looking a biMike a cross be¬ 
tween QrBert and Frogger, Kabobber is a game as strange as its name. Since no instruction 
manual was ever produced for it, we can only guess at what the storyline might have been. 
The website AtariAge hosted a contest to come up with a story and manual that best fit the 
style of the game. The winning story tells the tale of greedy Princess Buysky who is 
attempting to devour the rainbow energy source of Kabobberland. You must take your army of 
Bu vs kies and attempt to catch Princess Buvsky before she can reach the rainbow on rhe other 
side of the screen. AJong the way you must contend with the dangerous Kabobbers who are 
attempting to eliminate your rescue party. 

The basic gameplay of Kabobber is very simple, the player must hop on the enemy before the 
enemy hops on the player. To help you gang up on the enemy, rhe player-character is given 
command of an army of Buy skies. Your Buvsky troops appear in each of the squares immediately surrounding your character, When 
first summoned, your Guvskies are only babies who must conquer an enemy Kabobber to be promoted to full strength. Gaby 
£u vs kies can only conquer the green Guvskres and are crushed by all other enemies, so you must protect [hem until they attain full 
strength. You are given a limited number of baby Buvskies (displayed at the bottom of the screen), although you can gain extra Bu¬ 
ys kies by conquering enemy troops. Your army moves with you in a square formation, so the more troops you have on the screen the 
bigger target you make. On the other hand, the more troops you have the more enemies you can crush, and you'll have less chance 
of being totally annihilated by a rampaging enemy mob. 

As the boards progress, the enemies become faster and more numerous,, and Princess Buvsky moves more quickly toward the rain¬ 
bow's end. The game ends once all your troops are lost or Princess Buvsky reaches and chows down on the energy rainbow. On later 
levels, itps ali about strategy. Simply jumping non-stop towards the Princess won't cut it anymore you must carefully decide which 
enemies are worth conquering, and which are best left alone. Don't ponder these issues too long, however, as the hungry Princess 
keeps her eye on the prize. 

Kabobber is an excellent act ion/strategy game that would have fit in nicely with Activision's other offerings. It is 
unknown why Kabobber was never released, but [he 2600 could have used more fun and Highly anginal games like this. 

Rating: 5/5 
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Name: Boggle - Company: Atari 
Programmer: David Crane ■ Year: 1975 

In the early years of the 2600, Atari attempted to appeal to a wide range of gamers by forging 
software from many different genres. One of these genres was board games, whrch was fertile 
ground for many start up programmers, Et appears that Atari was also toying with the notion 
of releasing a game based on the then best selling word game, Boggle. 

The rules of the original non-electronic Boggle are quite simple. At the start of each game, a 
4x4 grid of letters is randomized by a player shaking a domed container of cubes with letters 
on them. Then each player attempts to see how many words they can string together from the 
available letters. 

AI though may not offer much in the way of graphics, the 2600 does a fairly decent job at 
creating a presentable game of Boggle Each player takes turns selecting letters via the joystick 
and when the player is done they simply press the fire button. Then the second player will begin their turn {indicated by the word GO 
below the player's score). Each player has 99 seconds to form as many words as they can. 

Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the system* the 2600 is unable to check if [he word you just selected is an actual word- Other 
limitations include being able to reuse the same word over and over again, as well as the ability to use yaur opponent's words. It 
would have been nsec if there was some sort of basic spell checking, but this would have been rmpossible to implement with only 
2K of ROM available. It is assumed that the 2K ROM also prevented the implementation of a computer opponent, which would have 
made the game much more Interesting. 

It is unknown why Atari decided not to release Boggle, but given its limitations, the reason may be seif-ewdem The two-player-only 
limitation and lack of a spell checker alone may have 86’d it. or perhaps poor feedback from focus groups or even licensing issues 
could have been behind its disappearance. Whatever the reason, Boggle is an interesting glimpse into the early years of the 26Q0 and 
the games that couEd have been. 

Rating 3/5 
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Atari2600.com ho: been the leader in innovative product; for the Atari enthusiast. Our ongi- 

no I Atari game system; with enhanced Audio/Video output will amaze you with image and sound 
quality. These affordable game systems perform superbly on plasma, ICO and OHP teievisons. In¬ 

terested in something new? We olso publish video games for the Atari 2600 and 5200. Our 
latest titles include Rent Wars, N.E.R.D.S and The Last Ninja. Our rare Atari video game inventory 

is the largest in the world. AH rare games are condition graded, and extensively described, so 

you're sure to receive the quality and value you expect. 

Miner 2049er II i cxiis Chainsaw Mossaen^ 
(Tondiriun Grade ^cndirisn Grade 
10/10 Fla* less ffi 0 Fms j 
Price $215.95 Price $219.95 A * 

Quodrun 
‘Condition Grade 

9/JO Excdfcnf 
Price $645,95 
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the mRri. the muTH, the music 
Tommy Taffarko has been writing music for video games for more than IS years. 

He has won more than 35 industry awards and has worked on over 275 game titles that, to date, total 
sales of more than 100 million units and over four billion dollars in revenue. He is considered the person 
most instrumental in changing the North American game industry from bleeps and bloops to "rear music 
that is now appreciated worldwide by millions of fans. Tommy is also co-creator of Video Games Live, an 

internationally-celebrated touring audio-visual concert experience celebrating video games. 
(source: www.talSarico.com) - Interview by Gary Moflohan 

On performing at Spike's video game award show: 
We did 29 shows in 2007^ and [the award show] was the last one, 
We almost did it the year before, in 20D&fc but I think we were 
touring in ftraal! at the time and couldn’t make it back. It was 
really cool to play with Kidd Rock and Foo Fighters, and we got a 
lot of positive feedback from people, too. A lot of hardcore game 
fans [said], “You were the best parr of the showi How tome they 
didn't have you on more?!" 

On explaining Video Games Live (VGl) to others: 
That's always been the hardest challenge for us, in creating and 
marketing the show- - selling people exactly what (Video Carnes 
Live| is. It's very much a word-of-mouth [phenomenon], Even 
though you see It on TV or you see [video dips] on the Internet, 
until you're actually there during one of our shows and see the 
way that we present it .. you know, with all the synchronized 
videos, and lights, and the lasers, and the stage show produc¬ 
tion, and the interactivity with the crowd. The way the crowd gets 
into it is something that's really the kind of magical [experience] 
that you can't explain in one line. 

I always compare us to Cirque du Soled, You were probably like 
me: the first time you heard of Cirque du SoleM you might have 
been, like, what The heck is it? Et was only until you saw it with 
your own two eyes or somebody really close to you explained in 
great detail what it is that you understood it. It’s the same thing 
with Video Games Live. The reality is, it took Cirque du SoleiI 
about seven years to really catch on. We are only in our third: year 
of tounng now, but we are really excited about the possibility of 
this thing becoming a household name. That's why we designed 
the show the way we did - to hit the mainstream audience. We're 
not interested in just playing symphony music on a stage for 
hardcore gamers. 

On the ‘goal1 of Video Games Live 
The whole goal Df Video Games Live from the beginning was 
to show the world how culturally significant and artistic video 
games have become. In order to do that, in order to grab those 
families and older people and people who maybe didn't grow up 
on video games, |we try to] put on a fantastic show. And that's 
our whole mantra. You don't have to know a darn thing about 
video games to come to the show and really be blown awayr and 



the Success and the growth over the last couple of years has been 
testament to that- You know, half the people who go to our show 
are families. They are non-gamers. 

On what separates VGL from simitar shows: 
There are some other touring game concerts out there, and that’s 
great. As a game composer for IS years, I want to see as many of 
these things out there as possible. But I think what really makes 
us unique and the reason we're having the most success is. we're 
going beyond the hardcore Final Fantasy lover and grabbing all of 
the mainstream folks as well. 

On performing with the VGL orchestra: 
We're just launching our new show [in February]. That’s why I'm 
so crazy hectic, working 20 hours a day just to get everything 
done. In the new show, i grab a guitar toward the end of the show 
and play with the symphony for four or five songs. I play on Final 
Fantasy, Halo, Sonic [the Hedgehog] and a bunch of stuff. 

On taking the show international: 
In 2007, we went to Korea, New Zealand, Spain, Brazil,. London 
and all over the U S and Canada. This year we1 re going to Taipei, 
Taiwan, China, Korea, and all over Europe. We're doing Germany: 
we're opening the Leipzig Carnes Convention. We’ve got a lot of 
really fun stuff planned. We're dosing the Game Developers Con¬ 
ference in San Francisco [In March 1. We’re opening Comic Con in 
San Diego: we're playing right there on the water behind the con¬ 
vention. We've got fireworks and everything! We’re doing Dragon 
Con in Atlanta. We're doing Gen Con in Indianapolis. We're even 
playing a 7,000-seat bullfighting ring in Mexico [laughs]! 

On finding time to compose for games: 
I've kind of put that on hold. I've taken a couple of [Nintendo] DS 
projects here and there, but nothing major. When you work on a 
game as big as Advent Rising, for example, that took two years to 
complete and a lot of time and energy. I’ve kind of put [compos¬ 
ing] on hold for now while we grow Video Games Live... I take a 
couple DS projects here and there because they are simpler titles 
and they don't need GO minutes of live orchestra music. 

On his favorite work over the years: 
Earthworm Jim was always a big cult favorite. I worked on the 
original Prince of Persia, That was first game I ever worked on! 
Disney's Aladdin was the biggest selling game of L993,1 believe. 
Cool Spot, the 7-Up character, was a big hit. I did a little work on 
7th Guest, so those are some of the older ones. Moving into the 
'90s, I worked on the original Tony Hawk's Pro Skater, Metroid 
Prime, Spider-Man, the James Bond games, and the Madden foot¬ 
ball games, as well. 

On composing for 8- and 16-bit systems: 
I would say it was challenging, not frustrating. It's fun to be chal¬ 
lenged and try to work out, you know, how can I make this song 
that I wrote sound really good on the Sega Genesis or the NEB? 
But, again, when I was working on games like Earthworm jim. 
Global Gladiators, Cool Spot, terminator, and all these games, 
it was a wide-open held in terms of the stuff I was doing back 
then. You know, nobody else was doing [those things]. I was using 
samples from within the music and using a lot of voice samples. I 
was able to convince the publisher I worked for. Virgin interactive, 
to spend a lot more money on the cartridge so that I could get 
more space, so that it sounded incredible. Sound and audio for 
games back then was a total afterthought. [Publishers] were, like, 
"We're out of time. We're out of money. We're out of cartridge 
space - Just make some sounds." 

My whole thing from the beginning was always about, “Let's 
budget for this at the very beginning of the project because it s SO 
important." Bo, 1 ran a bunch of tests, and ! would let people hear 
music that i would do on the Genesis. They would listen to it, and 
they would say, “This is coming oui of the Sega?!" And I [would 
reply], "Yes, if ! can get the space, we can get this kind of qual¬ 
ity." Soh it was an education process for everyone, and we still run 
into it these days. It’s just on a bigger level. Now we're trying to 
convince publishers to spend half a million dollars on a great live 
orchestra and a L0Q-person choir [laughs]! 

On the popularity of Guitar Hero, Rock Band, and other music 
games: 
I think it's great for two reasons. One, it's ushering in a whole new 
type of person to play video games. You know, a lot of people who 

are getting on Rock Band or Guitar Hero 111 or Karaoke Revolu¬ 
tion normally don't ever play video games. It's kind of like what 
Nintendo is trying to accomplish with the Wii, but Guitar Hero and 
Rock Band are going beyond that. You know, people get super 
excited and jump all over. 

So, (hat's the First thing: getting a bunch of non-gamers out there 
to play games. The second thing is, it’s introducing all of this 
great classic rock music to a whole new generation of people. 
Our agent at Willi am-Morris, for example, has a six-year-old kid. 
He came running home one day and said. “Daddy! Daddy! I was 
just over at my friend s house, and we were playing Guitar Hero, 
There's this group I’ve never heard of before. They're called Van 
Halen, and 1 want to go get their album.” Whereas if you were to 
have a six-year-old kid in your car, and you were to put in your 
Van Halen album and say, “Hey, son, this is the music I listened 
to when I was a kid,” they’d roll their eyes and go, “Oh, God, Dad 
— Come on!" 

On whether or not Rock Band or Guitar Hero capture the feel¬ 
ing of praying live music: 
Absolutely! They really do! That's why those games are so suc^ 
cessful; they really empower you, The player, to have that feel¬ 
ing and that dream [of being a rock star). And this is coming 
from somebody who does perform on stage to 10,000 or 11,000 
people. 

Then there's the way those games bring together friends and 
create a sense of community, too. Over the Christmas holiday, all 
of my friends came over and everybody was playing Rock Band* 
Everybody had such a good time playing and making fun of each 
other and doing crazy stuff with all of the instruments. So, it's re¬ 
ally a good community thing, as well. 

Or licensed versus original music in games: 
It's analogous to films. For instance, John Williams creates the 
original music for Star Wars. You would never expect Star Wars to 
have licensed music. You'd flip out, right? The same thing goes 
for Raiders of the Lost Ark or Jaws. But then you have other fii I ms- 
like Spider-Man or The Matrix, for instance, which have greats 
original underscore music but also use licensed music, as well, 

For racing, sports, and driving games, I prefer licensed music all 
the way. In fact, when I worked on the original Tony Hawk's Fro 
Skater, they asked me, “Do you want to write the music?" I said, 
"No, |ad actually rather just license it. Why have me rip off alterna¬ 
tive/punk/ska tunes when we can just go to the hands and license 
[their music for use! in the game?" I'm absolutely all for that 
But for the next Tomb Raider or Halo, you wouldn't want to hear 
licensed music all the way through 1 those games], but maybe you 
throw it on the credits at the end of the game, just like they would 
do in a film. Again, there's a time and place for everything. 

1 don't see that as com petit ion; 1 think it heightens the quality of 
the industry. A lot of bands are now creating original music or 
debuting their music in video games. I've always said that video 
games have become the radio of the 21st century. 

On writing music for games as opposed to movies: 
The problem with film and TV composers is that their creativity 
is completely boxed in and limited by the linear media. So, even 
when the greatjohn Williams sits down with George Lucas, George 
tells him, "OK, at 50 seconds the Death Star blows up, so your 
music has to do this. Then, at two minutes* Darth Vader walks 
through the door, so the music has to do this [other thing].* [John] 
has got to write that way. It's post-production. It's background 
music because story is the biggest element of a film, whereas in 
video games, action Is the biggest element. 

A designer will come to me and say, "Hey, here’s the deal - we 
have 100 guys with swords on horseback, all coming to kick your 
ass. Write me a three-minute piece of music!" Then our minds can 
go crazy, and we don't have any barriers at all. Now we can just 
take the emotion and drive the action. I call it "foreground music.” 

It's for all of these reasons why I say that if Beethoven were alive 
today., he'd be a video game composer. He wouldn't be a film 
composer: he wouldn't want to be strangled by the inability to 
express himself perfectly in the film. 
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The early character-based fighting games that conquered the 
gaming world In the wake of Street Fighter II relied on manga 
staples and cultural icons to fill its early games. But because 
fighters make tdeal spectator, as well as competitive sport, de¬ 
velopers immediately found a strong affinity for she visual impact 
and powers possessed by characters from the world of anime. 
Thus was born fighter-based antme. and ns success has varied 
just as significantly as those of players in arcades, from lauded 
accomplishments to horrendous failures. 

day morning cartoons. Th& over-the-top voice acting and corny 
pop culture references are groan inducing and the enure plot can 
be summed upas: "Gottacatch 'em allr Pow-erStones!" 

IF one. single person could be called the king of Fighter-based 
animation, it would be character designer and director Masami 
Obari. He began his career of bringing games to television and 
the silver screen with a trio of movies based on SNk's Fatal Fury. 
While none are especially remarkable, they still do justice to ev¬ 
erybody's favorite "lone wolf." The first two, Fatal Fury Legend of 
the Hungry Wolf and Fatal Fury 2 The Mew Gattler were broadcast 
as TV specials faithfully re-tel ling the stories of their respective 
games, with a smidgen of new material to liven things up. The 
first him possesses a refreshing straightforwardness in chat the 
initial goal never waivers as the central Focus, giving it a strong 
"game-y" Feel. The sequel heightens the drama, suitably match¬ 
ing the second game, and the art slightly improves. 

It should come as no surprise that the brggest fighting franchise 
in the world is also the most prolific producer of anrme offspring 
It all began with Street Fighter II The Animated Movie, which, 
thank heaven*, is not the utter travesty its live-action counter- 
pan represents, in fact, it almost makes up for that disaster, as 
it's one of the finest pieces of animation related to arty game. 
Created by the studio Group TAG, the art suns the style of the 
game to a T and possesses a level of detail and realism uncom¬ 
mon for its era. Even better, the animation is silky smooth, The final film, Fatal Fury The Motion Picture, was a theatrical re¬ 
producing some of the best head-to-head combat ever seer in lease and iHe big budget shows. However. Oban's unusual style 
anime. reveals itself most dearly here and the shiny, angular faces are 

a far cry from SNK's signature designs. While this is the longest 
The lengthy lights are the focus of the him. yet they never drag film of the trilogy, it wastes far too much time on annoying new 
on or sacrifice plot. Words are used sparingly but always to the characters and their storylines, resulting In much of the cast be- 
g re ate st effect and the whole cast is represented well without ing tossed m with no rhyme or reason, 
giving the feeling the lesser characters are being crammed in. 
The film's only flaw is the odd music as the American releasE 
replaced the original score with songs by popular bands of the 
time such as Korn and Alice In Chains, but then the original 
soundtrack's out-of-pi ace Japanese pop is equally awkward. 
After the success of the movie. Street Fighter was treated to 
much more anime but none could meet the standards set by 
the first Anime, despite Croup TAG'S continued involvement. 
Street Fighter II V is a 2^-episode television show similar to 
Disney's film-to-TV transitions - it has all the same elements but 
ultimately falls flat. While it's an entertaining enough romp, the 
low-bud get conversion lacks the impressive fighting as well as 
the gripping storytelling. 

Unfortunately. Oban's other work didn't Fare as well. Voltage 
Fighter Gowoalzer was a sub-pat game lost in a sea of bet¬ 
ter competition yet it somehow received an anime adaptation, 
perhaps due to the fact that Obari was the game's character de¬ 
signer. Whatever the case, what a flaming wreck It is. This is the 
worst of [he featured fighter-based anime and would be a gross 
insult to fans if the game itself had any redeeming qualities. 

The studio was also employed for Street Fighter ASpha The 
■Movie, but you'd never guess it by the tame animation using 
cheap tricks to Feign movement. Canon is thrown out the window 
as the plot is centered on unappealing original characters who 
are not helped by an Incompetent script and a storyline that 
unravels before our eyes as it struggles to represent the cast in 
a cohesive fashion, While the new art style Is fitting for the Alpha 
series and the sound is more natural, fans are left wondering 
what went wrong. The mediocrity continued with Street Fighter 
Alpha Generations. Group TAG is out of the picture, and this 
movie's peculiar art style, which ranges from moderately ugly to 
downright grotesque, clashes with the look of the game. 
Though it may lead you to believe otherwise. Capeom has more 
than Street Fighter under its belt, and a few of its other prop- 
Erties have also received the anime treatment, Night Warriors: 
Dark stalker s' Revenge is a direct-to-video series that falls short 
of the Street Fighter II movie, but still remains a reasonable suc¬ 
cess. The art is largely good and the fight scenes do a decent 
job of reflecting the games. The creator* do. however, show 
desperation in trying to squeeze the whole cast into a mere four 
episodes and the plot suffers as the focus Jump cuts from char¬ 
acter to character. 

Capeom demonstrated that it [earned its lesson with regard to 
cramming too many characters into too Few- episodes by making 
Power Stone a full episode TV show. But while Power Stone 
Is faithful to its colorful source material, most fans will likely 
bo put off by the chi Id-targeted Pokemon treatment it received. 
The art is blocky and simplistic, barely displaying the traditional 
elements of Japanese animation, so it would be just as easily at 
home with the cheap American anime rip-offs dominating Satur- 



The animators Feebly attempt to mimic 
Oban's designs and she plot <5 nothing 
short of incomprehensible, with random 
philosophical ideas seemingly sliced .^nd 
diced n a food oroce^scr rather than a 
■ivoro processor. The characters possess 
the collective IQ, of a baked potato. Even 
the sound effects are lacking. The entire 
film exists as nothing but an excuse 
for gratuitous shots of the girts, so it's 
exploitative on all accounts. Eattle Arena 
Toshinden suffers from many of the same 
flaws but to a lesser degree and at least it 
won't leave you sick to your stomach. 
Fatal Fury and Gowcaizer weren't rhe ex¬ 
tent of Neo Ceo representation, as nearly 
every major '90s £NK franchise got ani¬ 
mated. Art of Fight- ng is one of the poor¬ 
est. with horrible art and a moronic plot 
putting to question the creators' familiar¬ 
ity vvtth the source materia! ftyo and com¬ 
pany must have enjoyed a hair-dye party 
before their cat babysitting began and 
worst of alk the coma-inducing scuffles 
barely resemble the m-garne fights. At 
least the dubbing produced some unfor¬ 
gettable lines such as. Not wearing shoes 
is part of our trainingf Trouble comes in 
twosl as Samurai Shodown The Motion 
Picture is, at best, only marginally better. 
The an ss nearly as poor and this time it 
goes beyond hair color to random gender 
changes. Joy 

Ah things considered, we may be for¬ 
tunate The Kmg of Fighters remained 
untouched during that era. However, 
long past the height of game-to-am me 
conversion, a short senes called The King 
of Fighters Another Day was produced. 
Coming from Production I.G.. already 
Famous for their gorgeous FMV contribu¬ 

tions to countless games the senes con¬ 
sists of four episodes, roughly Si* minutes 
apiece- With no time to focus on plot, it's 
unashamedly flash over substance but 
that's not necessarily a bad thing. Each 
eoisocb- is focused on one master Fully 
choreographed fight with magnificently 
fluid movement and. best of all. it didn't 
cost a dime as each episode was available 
online or as a promo with the purchase1 of 
The Kmg of Fighters 2006, 
Capcom and £NK rnay dominate the fight¬ 
ing side of the industry but that doesn’t 
stop others from trying, Taito1 s Psychic 
Force was barely a blip on the radar in 
America but the Japanese enjoyed It 
enough to warrant a two-episode release, 
which is essentially what youad get -f thE 
X-Men cartoon was produced in Japan and 
they never actually did anything. Psychic 
Force is too short For ns own good so 
while the art resembles the game, fight¬ 
ing is nearly nonexistent. Far too much 

time is devoted to the back story of Burn 
and Keith's friendship and from there rt 
nevei goes anywhere except into levels of 
awkward innuendo that would make Bert 
and Ernie blush, 

Tekken, on the other hand, is as big as 
3-D fighters get. So, naturally, Namco 
wanted a piece of the amme pie and to 
this day fans curse the existence of Tek- 
ikerr The Motion Picture. The story noSds 
itself together reasonably well but every 
other aspect negates what little hope it 
had. The dubbing is horrendous, the art is 
terribly inconsistent, fighting is sub-par 
and. once again, we have replaced the 
original music with a soundtrack featuring 
bands such as The Offspring. Tekken does 
contain some unintentional humor that is 

simply beyond words, like Heihach. catch¬ 
ing a hatchet -n his teeth. For a seres that 
is intentionally ccmedic. Virtu a Fighter is 
surprisingly entertaining and OvE' looked, 
not unlike the games 5: succeeds by never 
taking >tse‘f too seriously but sadly only 
2A of 35 episodes ever saw a U.S, re lease. 
Fighting game anime often gets a bad rap 
from fans and the press alike, which isn't 
wholly undeserved considering ah the rot¬ 
ten eggs in the bunch. However, there are 
a handful of exemplary exceptions that 
truly capture [he mindset of why Fighte'- 
based amme was created m the first place 
At the very least, they bring back visions 
of a bvQone age when arcades surged with 
life, swamped wuh kids willing to put them 
allowance and street cred' an the line. al> 
for the sake of seeing who would come 
out victorious after all the head-to-head 
blood-pumping mayhem was over Ah. I 
can a!most smell ibe sweat and. Cheetos 
right now. . 
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A Lookback at the History of FMV in Video Gaming 

- Michael Thomosson 

The first use of full motion video (FMVi as a Ml-scale gam¬ 
ing format was created in partnership between vector graphics 
com-op experts Cmematronics and Former Disney animator Don 
Btuth, Released in 19G3, Dragon's Lair was the first video game 
that looked like a quality animated cartoon, but it was essentially 
a timing exercise that displayed success and failure sequences 
stored on laserdisc m accordance with the player’s ability to 
press an action button within the allotted tame. Thus, nebbish 
knight Dirk the Daring became the first star in a cycle of FMV 
games that dominated the mid 'SOs and permanently altered the 
arcade landscape. 

sole version of the FMV wars many years later, ^teased several 
well-regarded coin-ops, such as Asiron Belt anti Eega's Battle. 
However, while Sega jumped into the FMV mix early on*, its 
games were plagued by delays and turned up at several coin-op 
trade shows over a dsseouragmgly long period of time before 
ever reaching an arcade. While most early FMV tides made use 
of traditional hand-drawn cel animation , a few featured actual 
him footage sometimes juxtaposed with computer graphics such 
as Us Vs. Them, Mach 3 and even an Atari FMV coin-op licensed 
from the Clint Eastwood feature him. "Firefox." 

In the mldeOs, Hasbro formed a partnership with Nolan Bush- 
nell's Ax I on (one of the many companies Nolan created during 
thus period, he later changed the partnership company to (six) 
to develop a VKS- based FMV game system dubbed the Control 
Vision, internally codenamed NEMO (this supposedly stood for 
'Never Ever Mention Outside"!. The tech involved a switching 
circuitry that could make quick transitions from one sector of a 

video tape to another but the system 
t was never released due to the fact 

that Hasbro could not get the unit 
^ price low enough to take to market. 

Full motion video games, for those that may be unfamiliar with 
the genre, feature animated or live action video footage in¬ 
stead of the traditional video game format consisting of graphic 
sprites. An early attempt to provide gamers with interactive 
movie and cartoon-based experiences, the very appeal of FMV 
ultimately served as its down¬ 
fall. The games required not only 
extensive, state of the art R&D. the 
coin - ops t h em se I ves we re p rohi b i - 
lively expensive for most arcade 
game operators since each ma¬ 
chine had to contain an operating ' i/M* 4; I 
laserdisc player (an item that sold j ^ 
for approximately SI,000 in 'S3>- 
Moreover, the linear nature of most 
FMV games allowed players limited h-v. 
control over the experience and led 
to software that many gamers felt 
was ultimately unsatisfying. w 

The premature death of the Control 
Vision did not prevent VHS FMV 
games from becoming a real¬ 
ity, however. In I987p Worlds of 
Wonder, the maker of the popular 
Teddy Ruxpin ani matron ic teddy 
beark unleashed the Action Max 
VHS-based videogame system on 
an indifferent public. The system, 
which required the player to af¬ 
fix a sensor to the television via a 
suction cup, allowed the player to 
shoot targets that flashed onscreen 
with a light gun while the console 
kept score. The system was an utter 
retail failure with only five interac¬ 
tive games being published before 
its timely demise. 

in the beginning. Dragon's Lair 
and FMV in general was perceived 
by many in the com-op industry 
as salvation from declining sales. 
Given FMV’s quantum leap in 
graphic prowess as compared with 
traditional low-resolution, sprite- 
based graphics, the new technology 
seemed like a no-brainer. However, 
all of Dragon’s Uir’s glitter did hot 1 ^ J The Action Max wasn't the only way 
lead to the gold mine operators to play FMV using a VHS player, of 
imagined. For most arcades, which could only afford one Drag- course. There were dozens of other standalone games, such as 
on's Lair unit, they used the game primarily as a draw to lure m- the popular Clue VCR. Mystery Game and a bunch of trivia and 
terested players inside, where they could kill time while awaiting sports games that required no system to play at alk Just the VHS 
their turn to play by dropping quarters in the tao!d" games. game, a television equipped with a VCR, and someone willing to 

give it a shot. 
While it is arguable that game play suffered in tins format* FMV 
introduced the idea of Integrating actual Film footage into the Live-action laser disc games made a triumphant return when 
gaming universe. During FMV"s brief day in the sun, the format Mad Dog MtCree, a western light gun shooter, was released by 
often drew upon star power, with celebrities such as Mark HamlU, American Laser Carnes (ALQ m 1990. ALC, originally known 
Dana Plato, Deborah Harry, Mai com McDowell and Corey Haim, as SCAT (Institute for Combat Arms and Tactics], created the 
appearing in various FMV games. This trend toward the use of interactive laser disc system to train police officers, and later 
name actors to voice (and sometimes physically model For) roles converted the technology for com-op use. in the four ensuing 
in video and computer games continues in contemporary soft- years, ALG released nine more laserdisc live-action FMV games, 
ware more strongly than ever. including Who Shot Johnny Rock, Crime Patrol and Space Pi rates- 

All ten titles were later convened to several home console gam- 
FMV also gave seemingly eternal life to the use of cut scenes in mg systems such as the Philips CD-i. Sega CD. IDO end DVD 
games employing standard computer-generated graphics. This formats for use on the PS2 and tf-Bo* eonsoles. 
was especially prominent in games based on actual films (such as 
Virgin Interactive"* Demolition Man for the 3DOT In the early 90sH the personal home computer introduced CD- 

ROM media, and as a result many FMV games such as Voyeur, 

After Don Bluth's amazing animation attracted crowds and even The 7th Guest ana Phantasmagoria appeared sn the new medium, 
news crews into the arcades with Dragon's Lair and Space Ace, a The first console CD-ROM game peripheral marketed to the 
score of coin-op companies jumped onboard the FMV Express. home consumer was the CD-ROM attachment for ihe Turbo- 
Sega. which would become a major player in the home con- Grafx-16 (NEC) m 1990. Two very notable FMV games premiered 
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on NECs CD-ROM add-on Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detec¬ 
tive and its sequel, SHtS VoL IK both created by popular adven¬ 
ture game publisher ECOM, These games were later republished 
on the Sega CD, home computers and finally in 1990 for a 
standard DVD player. 

Phillips released [he Compact Disc-interactive, also known as 
the Phillips CD-I, in 1991. It was a marketed as a multi-media 
machine that, with the installation of the Digital Video Cartridge, 
allowed n to run MPEG-1 compressed movies or FMV games, 
such as the laserdisc coin-op favorite Mad Dog McCree and Es¬ 
cape from Cyber City. 

By the early '90s. full motion video was all the rage again. Sega 
touted it as bringing video gaming "to the next level" and put its 
money where its corporate mouth was, investing heavily into the 
genre with the Sega CD format, released in 1991. Sega believed 
so much in the future of the genre that it even opened its own 
movie studio to produce content solely for full motion video 
games. 

The Sega CD released more FMV games than any other format. 
Surprisingly, ir launched with two FMV games originally created 
for the un re I eased Hasbro Control Vision by a company that now 
called itself Digital Pictures and speciabzed in FMV. Both games. 
Sewer Shark and Night Trap, had languished in limbo since the 
NEMO was £6'd so they didn't exactly represent state of the art 
in terms of FMV game design. However, Night Trap, with all of 
its realistic video imagery and storyline involving then-notorious 
actress Dana Plato as one of a group of co-eds menaced by a 
cadre of vamp ire-like monsters at a slumber party, became the 
catalyst in the creation of videogame rating systems, culminating 
in the formation of the E5RE that now governs the industry. 

In early 1993, Pioneer Electronics released the LaserActive 
system,, which played FMV games such as Pyramid Patrol via 
laserdiscs, in a throwback to the games like Dragon's Lair Emd 
Space Ace that launched the FMV genre in the arcades. The sys¬ 
tem used MPEG-1 Full motion video, a formas First implemented 
by CD-RQM drives housed within personal computers. It could 
also play TurboGrafx-tS CD-ROM and Sega CD games with the 
proper hardware expansion modules installed. 

The 3DO Multiplayer, released in 1994, was the first console 
released with MPEG - L capability built into the box. No additional 
hardware such as Digital Video Cartridges were required. 

The motion picture industry even attempted to cash-in on the 
craze in 1995 by screening "Mr. Payback," a film starring Chris¬ 
topher Lloyd, in which select theaters equipped seats with a 
simple voting device that allowed the audience to determine in a 
democratic manner the film's next branching path. 

Capcom and Digital Eclipse semed to be tempting fate in 2001 
by releasing an interactive version of Dragon's Lair on The Came 
Boy Advance. But despite a few shortcuts such as some audio 
being dropped, the quality of [he title on a cartridge format was 
very Impressive. 

While not interactive. In 2004 Majesco released over two-dozen 
Came Boy Advance Video cartridges featuring many popular ani¬ 
mated cartoons Including "Sonic X' and "Teenage Mutant Nmja 
Turtles" and even theatrical releases such as "Shrek" and "Shark 
Tale/ The 32-256 MB cartridge format was very limited in size, 
so the video quality suffered, so only animated features, whkh 
could be compressed more easily and more effectively than tra¬ 
ditional video appeared in this format. 

Sony released full feature movies and a handful of television 
shows on a new Format known as the Universal Media Disc (LJMDj 

UtEMSEQ BY SEGA Of AMERICA INC 
FOR PLAY ON THE SEGA CO " SYSTEM 

in 2005 with the launch of the Sony Playstation Portable hand¬ 
held gaming platForm. The UMD was not very “universal” since it 
was a proprietary optical disc format that only played on the PSP. 

More recently, it should be noted that the DVD release of the 
theatrical movie Final Destination 3 allows you to choose [he fate 
of the movie's characters. 

Many modern games still pay tribute to the limited control struc¬ 
ture founded by FMV titles, though the higher speed machines 
allow for much less clumsy transitions. Popular titles such as 
Shenmue. Sword of the Berzerk. the Bee Movie Came, and even 
the God of War series all implement an exponentially more fluid 
evolutionary model based on the quick-action control scheme 
originally unveiled in Dragon's Lair. 

VGC 
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James Rclfe. better known as the Angry Video Came Nerd, is a 
celebrity for the YouTube Generation Even with hi* over the 
top, profanity-riddled renews of classic console games Ns fove 
of classic gaming still shines through. In between creating new 
Films For his website www. Cine Mas sac re .com and releasing the 
Angry Video Came Nerd DVD. the surprisingly mellow film¬ 
maker was kindly enough to sit down with VGC for an exclusive 
interview. 

Early works and background: 
I went to film school, but 1 think no matter where yog go or seek 
education From, most of what you do is self taught in some way. 
I don't know why anybody would want to make movies, because 
it's such a tough craft, But obviously. I'm not the only one, Et 
takes so much time of your own and often requires the commit¬ 
ments of others. Not to mention, it can be very costly. Basically. I 
started making movies, just by doing them, with whatever tech¬ 
nology and resources I had available at the time. First* I was us¬ 
ing Super 8 film, then VMS, while editing with two ordinary VCR's 
and eventual shooting on Digital video with computer editing 
programs. "CineM ass acre" refers to the do-it-yourself attitude i 
have, No outside funding, no rules, not having to answer to any¬ 
body, just Mmassacring" the conventional sense of filmmaking, i 
never thought of this ds being very unique. Lots of people grew 
up making home made movses as t dad. But J noticed most of my 
fellow students took a lot more steps around thefr film projects, 
such as renting expensive equipment, scheduling many 
pre-production meetings, fund-raising, and doing lots of extra 
work that may make a film look more polished and more profes¬ 
sional looking in the long run. But what really matters the most 
is if the story engages the viewer. It doesn't matter what goes on 
behind the camera. What's most Important is what happens on 
the screen, the final rEsult. £□ I've always worked a lot quicker 
and jumped mto projects with nothing but my gut instinct. I've 
made over 200 films, no joke. And most of them are pretty bad, 
but [here's some I'm proud of what I accomplished with the 
given 
circumstances, The jersey Odysseys and The Deader the Better 
came out well, but I haven't made my dream film yet. 

On being a ' critic14: 
I never really considered myself a critic. 1 consider myself a film¬ 
maker, The word "critic" usually means to condemn someone 
else's work. To criticize. My AVGN videos deconstruct games and 
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point out every flaw they can,, but for the sake of entertamment* 
While lots of the games are 
genuinely bad, my reviews are son of loving tributes at the same 
time. I enjoy reviewing movies as well, but usually like to pomt 
out movies that I love and give my appraisal. In real life. I love 
more than I hate. I'm just a regular guy. a big fan of movies, so 
much that I devoted my life to making them, Bui also being a 
retro game fan, growing up with Atari 2 b00. N£Sh Sega Gen¬ 
esis, and SNES, I decided to make a funny little video review of 
a couple old school games, and from there on, it gained an un- 
predictably amazing fan base, and. now I'm doing AVCN episodes 
steady. 

On being a celebrity: 
It is hard to believe, since it's a very new thing For most people to 
consider, but yes I am a celebrity. An internet celebrity, but yes, 
a celebrity, I get noticed in public more and more often all the 
time. It's also completely overwhelming, the amount of e-mail, 
MySpace messages and other places impossible to keep track of. 
It s even more overwhelming when you think how many people 
around the world can see these videos, it's not like a national TV 
station, it's the whole world. When you think of being famous, 
you think you're Jiving in a mansion, filthy rich. But no, I’m just a 
regular guy, 

On the creative process: 
I love the entire process, I've been doing it my whole life. Success 
changed only one thing, I evaluate what I do and spend more 
time on it, since I know so many people are watching. The early 
AVON videos were rushed very quickly, but most of the later 
ones are the result of many sleepless nights. I work very hard 
on them now. Scripts are very important. By the time the video's 
finished, some things are cut out, and some things get added 
or improvised. But sticks to the original script. I’ve found 
thal the more organized you are, the more structured the video 
becomes. Structured, meaning, where does it start, where does 
it end7 How does it transition from one topic to the next? If you 
just improvised over the whole thing, it'll become very loose and 
won't have the tight feel it does. Maybe what I’m saying is real 
obvious, but I can't stress how much it helps to be well prepared* 
even to make it seem spontaneous and on-the-fly* I tried to do a 
live interview once with GameTrailers in my Angry Nerd persona. 
It didn't work. 



On the editing process; 
For editing, l\e used Adobe Premiere ti.G and Avid Pro Now i use the 
current final Cut Pro. i think it's the best. For cameras, Fve used sever¬ 
al Now i use a Panasonic DVXlOu. ■ haven't made the jump to HD ye-. 
but! wi when the time is right for me. an the past I've used a lot of 
other Digital and VHS cameras Did you see the movie Be Kind, Rewind* 
First of aM. that's like my life story, i tan relate so much. Second of all, 
that's [h* same camera they're using. The big ass RCA beast. 

On getting by with a little help from his friends; 
i don’r have enough money to pay people, but I could definitely use a 
staff. I get help sometimes from friends like Mike Maid of Kyle Justin. 
If i need someone to do camera work or act in another *Qle, there's 
always someone around to offer a hand for free. But most of the time, 
it's just me, a one-man job. I'm used to setting up the camera alone 
and doing my nerd persona by myself, It's easy for me. The most te¬ 
dious part ts really the editing. From when I ffrst conceive the video and 
record the gamepiay. 40 hours later, I'm still editing, tweaking audio, 
color correction, its a lot of bullshit. I've gotten some of my friends to 
heip with a little bit of editing on Non-AVGN ' elated videos, but with 
the Nerd itself* I'm very tight with the vision. But I am thinking of ways 
I can get someone else to edit. 

Quitting his day job: 
It's a questionable field of work, i never thought I'd gel paid to play 
bad games, so that worked out quite great. IVe edited corporate videos 
for a couple years, which was a 9-5 job. Making the AVCN videos out¬ 
side of that was a nightmare Now J work freelance, still as an editor. 
Mostly weddings. One thing I can honestly say. I'm a busy man. 

On an Angry VC hlerct feature film and what it might be rated: 
i am planning an AVQlsl feature, i don't know when, and i won't give 
away the plot, but I can say it will NOT be a 3& minute game review. 
There v.-II be a game review rN it, but there's a !o: more go«ng on. It's 
more like a crazy Cmemassacre movie, starring the Nerd, hope't can 
oe this generations The Wizard i always intended [hii foi a mature 
audience though I'm aware there is a younger aud;ence watching too. 
l!in wondering, how mans- F-bombs a^e needed to get an R rating. 
I always thought it should be FG-i= at the most, because if& just a 
word. But I'm not the M-PAA. SO I don’t know. But yes. 1 think it would 
be possible to tone >t down, but for now l don't have to. and everyone 
seems to love *i. 

On finding inspiration: 
Mv favorite movies are often erne* about making movies such as 
American Movie and Ed Wood. There's also some great books out 
there Rebel Without a Crew by Rooer: Rodriguez <s very ns pi ring. If 
you're inspired, [hen nothing can stop you. Don't expect success, take 
what vou can get Making movies is a lot of hare work tor little reward. 
If you enjoy doing it, find a way to keep being able 10 do n. and don’t 
give up. 

Final Thoughts; 
Excellent magazine1 Thanks for including me. <You can print that.} 

VGC 
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Mark Johnson's Video Came Toy Emporium 
Collecting Action Figures, Sculpts and Sometimes Plushies 

Mark Johnson established his pedigree as the leading expert in the world of video game-based 
toys while writing his populai "Action Packed” column in TIPS & TRICKS. His Baptism of Fire came at 
the 2007 Toy Fair In New York City, after which his reportage proved the highlight of The June ’07 
issue. He now brings this ace coverage of collectible game-inspired figures to VIDEO CAME COL¬ 
LECTOR, appropriately enough. Welcome aboard. Mark. -BK 

WoW Diorama 

Love li or hate it, World of Warcrafi (I vote for the love bit) holds a legion of gam¬ 
ers m thrall to its virtual universe of wizards and warriors. Millions of people jump 
online everyday, role-playing everything from an elf-killing troll to a dwarf who 
loves rocks. And when a game captures that many hearts you know it's gat some 
kind of mojo behind it; a magic that can be made into collectibles; collectibles 
which can then be placed on our desks so we can stare at them when we are 
forced to e-mail or write articles instead of journeying to Azeroth. 

Sideshow Collectibles has captured and enslaved that magic and then encased 
it in this gorgeous Blood Of vs. Dtaenei Paladin Diorama {clever naming, that)- 
Bur sting with WoW goodness, this limited edition polystone piece stands at about 
IS" tab and can be yours for a measly 300 golds, if you're too late to hit up a pre- 
order then attack the collector’s market with a vengeance, this puppy is rare to 
the point of being legendary tonly 60Q were produced 5 jk 

Testosterone Hot Included 

Qh Gears of War, I remember the time you spent m my 360. You were just so manly, All that carnage stuff 
and forced swearing put my mind to resL Killing locust and flexing became my only concerns. In short, 
Gears of War, you were awesome. 

Well, boyos. that awesomeness has slipped free of ns digital boundaries thanks to NEC A. and as a result, 
lovers of Marcus Fenix across the land will be able to take him home right around the time they are reading 
this. For approximately IS bucks a pop, the mas macho among us will be able to enjoy Marcus, Augustus 
Cole, a Locust Drone and a Locust Sniper in the flesh... so to speak.Welcome to dude camp, now go play 
with your toys. 

You Say HGoodbye\ 1 say 'Hafo+! 

Holy crap but Kotabukiya sure "nuFf knows how to sculpt irself a Spanan. this 
follow-yp to their First Master Chief statue uf you didn't nab one, your collection 
is lacking} is the B-A-D-ass, - 

^ V 

Ready to wreck shop, Spartan-117 comes charging out of a bubble shield armed 
to the teeth. Not content to just rest cm their laurels after producing an amazing 
statue, the boys at Koto wil* be releasing this puppy in three color vanartts^om- 
plete with interchangeable weapons and character hands. Shotguns, brute splkers 
SMCst battle rifles, multiple hands, it's all here! joy knows no boundaries* 

When It hits in June* tins little piece of Halo 3 collectible-ness can be yours for a 
mere S100. 



QuadRun! QuadRun! QuadRun! 

After gelling out of college I went to work at Apple & 
worked there from 1980-32. Ills there were I learned 
how lo move graphics around from the following 
people: Bill Budge. Andy Hertzfeld & Keithen, While at 
Apple. Bill Budge asked me if it were possible to hook 
two Atari style controllers to the Apple IF ffor Crazy 
Climber)—I said “well let me give it a try1*... After a 
while I got something going & then i found out that 
another guy that was currently working in the izb not 
too far away had a four paddle thing going. To make 
a long story short, we mixed the two together & got a 
device that supposedly Steve Jobs gave the OK to allow. 
Sirius Software acquired the rights to produce and ship 
this products and the company even sent Keithen and 
myself royalty checks * I was very ecstatic as it was my 
first experience in the royally thing. The device ended 
up with a weird name... JOY PORT The Joyport, intro¬ 
duced in 1931 for Apple Jlfc (I co-designed the hard¬ 
ware} allowed you to have 4 game paddles and 2 Atari 
style controllers hooked up to the Apple if. 

IT'S FUN TIMES FOUR? 

I then moved on to Atari where I created three games 
for the Atari 2600: 

Quadrun (19S3J. I was the programmer, designer and 
artist, and jointly created the sounds and voice ef¬ 
fects... supposedly the first home videogame with voice 
without the need for a hardware attachment. 

Taz f 1984). I was the programmer, designer and artist 
for this game. 

Asteflx (1984, for Europe). I was the programmer and 
designer. 

The video game market soon crashed, so I stayed home 
and goofed around with the Macintosh and the Com- I 
madore 64. During this time, I co-designed a piece of i 
hardware that allowed an Atari-style joystick to hook 
up to the Mac, At this time, I am now living of of the 
royalty checks from this device (called the MouseStidO, 
which I co-designed in 198S, and playing the stock market. The 
MouseStick for the Mac allowed a mouse and Joystick to live 
Together, enabling one to use whichever one you liked. 

Chameleon (1992). where F was the co-producer, designer and 
programmer. Sonic 2 11992), in which I helped out on the last 
two weeks of the project domg level design, and Some Spin hall 
Q993) which I co-programmed with Dennis Kgble, Ue Actor, 
Jason Plumb, Scott Chandler, Dave Sanner, Ken Rose and Earl 

i did some more contract work for Apple but then I felt the urge Straim. 
to get hack Into designing games. I then go back to Atari where 
1 was going to develop com-op games but they found out that I 
worked in the consumer division years ago and said "how about 
you do the coin-op thing later and focus on our m?w group called 
Ten gen?" i guess i must have said ok, because I worked on a few 
things that gut canned and about the only thing i worked on that 
made it to market was Super Sprint for the Nintendo Entertain¬ 
ment System, which I helped with the layout and also entered the 
tedious track data. 

Jason Plumb and I were made too good Of an offer from Ocean 
Of America. We were boih promised that we would be able to do 
coin-op stuff there, Ha i so. When all was said and done, we had 
[0 turn WaterWurld [he movie Into games on new platforms. I was 
co-producer, designer and programmer for fhe Virtual Boy ver¬ 
sion, and was designer and programmer for the never released 
Saturn version, 

i then worked on some games with some friends of mine at a 
cool company called Actual Entertainment, where \ was co-level 
designer of both Cobble and Gobble II (both For PC). I was the 
co-level designer of Gobble, along with Joe Cain. Eric Cm- 
ner, Franz Lanzjhger, Eugene Polonsky and Mark Rqbichek. On 
Cubble IL I was the co-level designer along with Joe Cam, Eric 
Ginner, Franz Lanzmger and Mark Robichek. 

Some of my buddies then left Ten gen and formed Bat masters, 
where I helped out on the design for Krazy K features for the NES, 

At this time i leave Tengen and go to a place called MediaGen 
it.... No, It’s not a medical company. I worked with some cool 
people there and our team was The first in [he USA to "get to 
work an" the Super Nintendo. 

Now I’m back to working with small games... Java games... It’s 
like playing on the Atari 2600 but with more colors! The three 
games i'm currently working on are TerraDacktel. Dunk It and 
Antenna. The site is located aE http-ftwww.Tinygames.com. 

i soon left MediaCefik and went to work foe Sega. 1 had a great 
time there, I got To meet and work Wsth some of the best people 
in the biz. While at Sega, i worked on three Genesis games. Kid 

-Quadrum creator Slewe Wcwla 
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What is Bit-Rot? What is Disc-Rot? 
WHY ARE THEY EATING MY GAMES? 
As a collector and classic gaming hobbyist, preservation is an 
issue of titfirally constant concern to me. We scour our world in 
search of some holy grail of a game, that rare, elusive title that is 
seldom, if ever. found in the wild. We pray that when we unearth 
such a treasure, it will be in pristine condition. 
Including all of the packaging associated with the original prod¬ 
uct, down to MIB condition. No imperfections, no eye tracks on 
the manual, no color fading—the perfect replies of the game as it 
exists in the collector’s mind. 

Yet while collectors inspect their prizes thoroughly, there is a 
destructive agent lurking that even Sherlock Holmes would he 
challenged to detect with the naked eye—that danger is known 
as bit decay, also known as software rot. 

Originally, the cause of Bit Rot was misdiagnosed. It was as¬ 
sumed from surveillance that unused software often stopped 
functioning after sufficient time had passed, even in conditions 
designated as "unchanged/' The perception long favored among 
computer users was that cosmic rays were to blame for such 
events! This theory we now know is rubbish. There are actual 
physical processes that do change the contents of computer 
memory unpredictably, such as alpha particles generated by 
trace radio nuclides In ceramic chip packaging. This example, 
among others, is quite rare and computers are built with circuitry 
to detect such errors and compensate for them. 

Git Rot can occur on all and any compact disc media as well as 
cartridge games stored on EEP Roms. Assuming that anyone 
reading This article certainly has CD-ROM games rn danger, well 
address Disc Rot first, Retail purchased cartridges are not at risk, 
so most of us can exhale now, However, more valuable cartridges 
such as prototypes and demos stored on EEP Roms are in grave 
danger. 

CD-Rot? 

Disc, or CD Roi, is the gradual deterioration of the data-carrying 
layer. There are two factors that contribute to Disc Rot- The 
first s$ simply out of your control and difficult to diagnosis- and 
detect—poor manufacturing, 

CD quality testing in the early 'SOs was poor, and as a result, 
discs from the early era are especially susceptible to CD Rot. 
The aluminum layer that reflects the light of the player's laser 
is separated from the CD label by a thin layer of lacquer. If the 
manufacturer applied the lacquer improperly, air can penetrate 
to oxidize the aluminum, eating it up much like Iron rusts In air. 

The second cause of disc rot is within control of the user—poor 
handling. 

Treating discs harshly will obviously harm them. Fingerprints 
are acidic enough to also damage a disc. Even stacking them up, 
which allows the media to rub against each other,, can disturb the 
very fragile protective layer, allowing the atmosphere to interact 
with the aluminum. 

Most individuals believe that Li is the clear underside of the disc 
that is fragile. However, scratches on the underside have to be 
fairly deep to cause 
skipping, while topside damage can easily penetrate the alumi¬ 
num layer. Even the pressure of a pen on the label side can deni 
the aluminum and render the CD unreadable. It is okay to write 
with an alcohol-based or soft water-based marker, usually la¬ 
beled as "non-toxic." Stronger solvents can eat through the thin 
protective layer to the data. 

The difference between CDs and DVDs concerning their dura¬ 
bility is evident. CDs have one layer of data, whereas DVDs can 
have several. Each DVD data layer is sandwiched between two 



layers of plasty providing more protec¬ 
tion. However, especially in early PVDsa the 
glue holding the layers together can lose 
Us grip, rendering the DVD unreadable in 
parts. Users that bend a DVD when remov¬ 
ing it from the package are literally begging 
for this problem to occur, as fixing the 
disc puts strain on the glue. 

Rewriteable CDs and DVDs, as opposed to 
pressed discs or write-once discs, are even 
more fragile. Such discs contain a heat- 
sensitive layer that enables the rewriteable 
functionality, but also decays much faster 
than the metal layers of regular discs. 

If your discs do get soiled and need clean¬ 
ing, wipe them with a soft cotton fabric in 
a straight line from the center of the disc 
(near The hole) to the outer edge. For stub¬ 
born dirt, and only when necessary, isopro¬ 
pyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol) may be used- 

For maximum longevity, and to help 
prevent and delay disc rot, the following 
procedures are recommended: 

1) Discs should be stored vertically, 
like books, not stacked. 
2) Handle discs only from the edges or 
the center hole. 
3) Do not place labels or stickers on 
diSCS- 

4} Do noE write on discs. 
5) Store in a cook dry, and dark I bea¬ 
no m 
6) Do not bend discs. 

EEP Roms: Cartridges 
The good news is that you can sleep to¬ 
night, as Bit Rot does not occur on standard 
run-of-the-mill chips housed In cartridges 
purchased from retail outlets. Bit Rot can 
only occur on cartridges with rewriteable 
EEP Rom media. Since commercial releases 
have their data hard-written into the ROM 
set so it cannot be over-written or erased, 
most cartridges in your collection are safe. 
However, EEP Rom was not a storage me¬ 
dium designed for permanent data storage 
and as a result is susceptible! 

Many collectors have acquired extremely 
valuable prototypes over the years into 
their collections. Whether the prototype 
games were made for Internal company 
use, as review copies for the- press, or as 
demonstration versions for trade shows, 
MOST prototype games use EEP Roms. 

The bad news is that there is no way to 
prevent Bit Rot from developing. It wil 
occur no matter how well an EEP Rom is 
treated, secured or stored. Most manufac¬ 
turers of EEP Roms guaranteed a decade of 
data protection, and a well-loved EEP Rom 
can survive upwards of a quarter century. 

An EEP Rom saves data in a different 
manner from the standard ROM car¬ 
tridge. The process is very similar to 
the method used to write to or erase a 
computer floppy disk, an audio cassette 
tape, or a VH£ tape. All are magnetic me¬ 
dia. EEP Rom data is stored by sending 
an electrical charge in order to program 
the data to the format. Over the course 
of time, the electrical charge starts to 
degrade and dissipate and the data is 
lost. Unlike video or audio formats that 
display degradation with a fuzzy picture 
or hissing sound, EEP Rom degradation 
will make a game cartridge fail to func • 
Tiort properly, if at all. 

For the realty technical minded, here Is a 
more detailed description of the process. 
An EEP Rom is organised into separate 
memory cells that can store information. 
Similar to binary, a zero (01 indicates that 
a particular memory cel Ms programmed, 
while a one (1) indicates that no data is 
yet stored. Each EEP Ronrr chip houses a 
transistor with data held on The "gate'' 
of this transistor, Electrons are infused 
■ mo the "gate creating the program in 
the cells. The real problem involves the 
electrons that become the framework for 
the data. EEP Roms are intended to &e~ 
cure electrons and contain them, but no 
insulation or form of security is infallible. 
As time passes and the chip is exposed 
to Uvb light (or shorter wavelengths) the 
electrons In the "-gate" are allowed to 
escape from the cells. When this occurs, 
the programmed zero (0) state will revert 
to an un-programmed one (1) state and 
render the EEP Rom useless and abso¬ 
lutely no fun at all! 

White each such game will eventually be¬ 
come unplayable, the original prototype 
cartridge will still be valuable, as it is a 
collector's item and in most cases a true 
rarity. However, if you have a rare game 
in EEP Rom form, you might wish to 
physically preserve the actual game and 
its game play by having it 'dumped; This 
is a process that records the data on the 
EEP Rom cartridge to a new active media 
format such as a current PC hard drive or 
another chip, if a prototype is 'dumped" 
before the game experiences Bit Rot, 
it can be spared and Jive on. However, 
once Bit Rot marches on an un-dumped 
cartridge like silicon army ants, the data, 
Including the game itself and all game play 
will be lost forever1 If you wish to avoid this 
Shakespearean Tragedy, Take Steps1 

vcc 

It is not a matter of IF, but WHEW disaster 
will strike. 

> 
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V/m SPECIAL GUEST GAMER-OUpE 

STORY - BILL KUNKEl AftT: DAVE Sum VAN 

* WQWJ I CAN'T 
BU!EV£ IT- WINNING % 
THAT 'CfUtolA SONfC t 
a&UCSTfliP TdHftsr- 

Confessions of The Game Doctor A Lost Chapter 
Niles Nemo and Me 

Being a writer, I have created several characters In my time,! 
even created a villain to test his mettle against Richie Rich in the 
person of the charnel eon-like Or, Disguise. I also created char¬ 
acters in video and computer games and even in pro wrestling 
(well, at least at the level of pro wrestling that runs in endless 
syndication in Las Vegas). And. like most creators, my characters 
have ranged greatly—from cardboard to almost flesh and blood 
verisimilitude. Good, bad or indifferent, we 
have intense feelings for all our creations, 
with the most criticized often becoming 
the ones we shield most vigorously. Fo» 
example, the character who l feel most 
protective of is a cocky videogame whiz 
kid from the early 90s who spoke ihe way 
kids did on TV at that time. And white to¬ 
day's audience tends to look at him as just 
another videogame shill witr 90s Mattitude" 
(you know, lake Poochy on 'The 
Simpsons!, he really wasn't 'in your face'1 
so much as about being in your head. The 
character in guesEion was Niles Nemo and 
the series was "Ndes Nemo in SegaLand', 
a two-page comrc strip that ran in the first 
seven issues of Sega Visions. .A few words 
on the creation of Sega Visions. H was a 
marketing-driven concept from the start, 
but apparently factions at Sega fantasized 
that they could also make money selling st. 
And white Nintendo Power managed to ac¬ 
complish that task, the lack of sufficient, 
meaningful content in SV (and the absence 
of any real communication hoi I me between 
Sega and the magazine: nobody ever read 
anything about £ega in Sega Visions first) 
pretty much destined the magazine to fail. 
Sega Visions was basically farmed out to 
The Communique Group (TCG), a Massa¬ 
chusetts-based editorial production house that specialized in 
colorful, large-print kids magazines, under the periodic overview 
of the legendary team of A! Nilsen and Gob Harris, who sug 
gested that TCC bring Arrne Katz, Joyce Worley and me on board 
to generate content. We were paid extremely well hut turned out 
very little content. When I saw the S3.5Q price tag on the first 
issue and realized that our meager output was the majority of 

the magazine, I must admit I was shocked. The Communique 
folks were really sweet. They sent Arnie, Joyce and me cellophane 
gift-wrapped copies of the first issue, complete with ribbons and 
a personal note of thanks on each. I wrote my Game Doctor Q&A 
column, with all the Qs being about Sega products, of course. 
Then, I was handed the assignment of scripting a two-page 
comic strip with a continuing character (a teen in the prime Sega 
demographic preferably or maybe a superhero), each installment 
of which would focus on a specific upcoming Genesis game. But 
people do not remember Sega Visions and Niles with kindness. 

Just look at this sampling from 
the net: "[Sega Visions) was a 
pretty shitty magazine, but ft's 
still fun to read once in a while. 
Rember the Niles Nemo comic 
strip? They tried to portray Niles 
as (he Fonzie of the videogame 
world, but he came off looking 
like the biggest rod of all time. 
There was one comic where he 
was playing his Came Gear in 
the front row of a bad-ass rock 
concert. I was only 14 when 1 
first read that one and thought 
the guy was totally pathetic." 

And on it goes 
"Niles Nemo... was basically a 
more 'hip' and less clever ver¬ 
sion of Nintendo Power's Wester, 
bke the NES game Totally Rad. 
the Mites Nemo comics are fas¬ 
cinating studies in the lengths to 
which game companies went in 
order to exploit the Gil I-and-Ted 
lingo that the kids seemed to 
like back m the early L90s. Niles 
Nemo isr to date, the only place 
that I've seen the word aweso- 
mosity/ Dude." In general, the 

only video game comic that got 
worse reviews than Niles was the Sonic comic that replaced him. 
But m fact, what the individuals above wrote was quite true; the 
compulsion to drag surfer slang into the video game world was 
all-powerful in those days- But in looking over the issues I still 
have, I find less "awe so mo si ty" and more of an original, if imper¬ 
fect comic strip. 
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So, how was Niles born? 
I was utterly opposed from the start to one of those generic 
superhero characters who always seemed to wind up shilling for 
everyone from shoe manufacturers to plumbing supply outlets 
("Meet.,. Captain Genesis!11). And since the idea of a teen gamer 
as the protagonist was cool with everybody, E went to work in 
that direction. For inspiration, I went back to the earnest days of 
comics, i.e.. Windsor McKay's classic ^Little Nemo In Slumber- 
land" (first published in 1905). In McKay's strip, his eponymous 
character would eat some Welch Rarebit (a cheesy Confection 
not much in favor these days), a delicacy said to induce- wild 
dreams, And Nemo was no exception, As he finished off the Iasi 
of his treat, he would sleep like a bloated tick and have fabulous, 
vividly colored dreams in all manner of fantasy realms. And so, 
Little Nemo became Nrles Nemo, the best gamer at his school 
and an object of adoration 10 both his male and female class¬ 
mates. But he seldom had time to interact with those peers since 
he was pretty much peerless and besides, we only had two pages 
and he had to get home to play whatever game we were pimping 
that issue. 

The Welch Rarebit, in turn, became a special pizza from Bob & 
AH's House of Pizza {the first installment actually shows a pizza 
box in which artist Dave Sullivan included tiny caricatures of 
Harris and Nilsen). In fact* we basically treated the impression 
that Niles' room was essentially his world. He had a direct Pizza 
Pipeline to Bab & Al's and a new Genesis game to master at all 
limes so, why leave? The first installment of the strip saw Niles 
gulping pizza and checking out the latest Alex Kidd game—Alex 
Kidd in the Enchanted Castle. Of course, he quickly nods out 
and finds himself transported into the game, where Alex comes 
slamming into him, presuming Niles to be the latest monster he 
must punch out and turn into coins. As Niles deans himself off 
and explains who HE is, he recognizes Alex from the games he Vs 
played. They have a brief interaction with the Rock, Paper and 
Scissors characters and Niles accidentally sits on a porcupine 
(that's how you Eos* a life in the game) and wakes up back, in 
his room. The story was really too busy for two pages and Dave 
did a fantastic job of fitting it all in, but the basic point of this 
installment was to get over the basic concepts behind the strip. 
With the second issue, however. Dave and I began to hit our 
stride. In "Niles Nemo Backstage in Segaland,'r the subject game 
was the Tetris-like Columns. The opening panel shows Niles 
up close, a series of bejeweled Sega Columns reflected In his 
sunglass lenses, It turns out, however, that Niles is in fact stating 
at streetlights and. much as America became "TetrisHzed," Niles 
was now looking at the world through Column-tinted glasses. We 
cut immediately to his home where he falls asleep and awakens 
not in Che Columns game itself, but in the wings, the backstage 
area from which the columns are dropped under the careful 
guidance of a Romanesque stage manager. The stage manager 
explains that since Niles is asleep, the game is only running in 
demo mode, but that still requires a lot of overseeing. We wit¬ 
ness muscular men in togas hoist, arrange and lower a pit full 
of the varicolored jewels that are stacked within each column. 
Eventually, as always, something strikes Niles and he awakens 
and for the first time reveals chat he has been eating not plamH 
but pineapple pizza. By issue three, which dealt with Golden 
Axer we went pretty much straight to the point with Niles playing 
the game, eating pineapple pizza and getting ready to trash. 
He awakens, surrounded by dragons and barbarians and. when 
asked to select his weapon, Niles naturally opts for a joystick— 
only to discover he has nowhere to plug km. He still vanquishes 
his army of antagonists, however, by causing a power-up to take 
them all out. Issue Four's “N.N. Meets M.M," was probably Dave 
and my favonte installment. There weren’t too many panels, the 
game itself (Mickey Mouse in the Castle of Illusion) was excel¬ 
lent but we had one little problem. Disney absolutely, positively 
forbade us from featuring its precious rodent in the strip. Of 
course, Dave couldn't rests! the challenge and included not only 
a mroi-Mickey in a drawing of the game box but tn the circular 

panel on page two, there's an "Easter Egg" m the form of an (ap¬ 
propriately) illusory depiction of Disney’s franchise susperstar, 
The final installment of Niles Nemo appeared in Sega Visions 
#7. Entitled "Niles Nemo & Sonic the Hedgehog in Segaland'' it 
shilled for the very same uppity Hedgehog who would- replace 
Niles in ihe following issue. But the strip itself was notable 
in that k featured a reader—Kuan ray Huang—who had won a 
contest and got to appear in the strip. This was no one-panel 
cameo, either; Dave and I worked Kuanray into 12 panels and 
totally integrated him into the story. With the following issue, 
however, produclion of the magazine moved in-house and. quite 
frankly, the access to Sega information and the magazine itself 
definitely improved. However, now that Sonic was becoming a 
Big Name in the game business, he became the subject of a truly 
awful comic strip. I believe h was actually an advance look at the 
upcoming Sega comic book, but whoever came up with ihe idea 
of slapping four pages of ihe strip onto each Sega Visions page 
was definitely misguided, at best. Niles was, of course, a creature 
of his time. But I still maintain that the idea behind that strip, 
the notion of going inside a video game, was pretty good. And If 
wefcd had, say, four pages, I think we could have produced some 
memorable stuff- As it is, Niles still has a few fans and Dave Sul¬ 
livan and I are among them. 

Awesomosity! 

This chapter dedicated to Ch-os “Cav" Cavanaugh, who suggested I write 
“Confessions p!The Came Oocior" ('available a! RolentaPress.com and 
jzCame&.-eomi in the first piste. 
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Name; Bowling • Company: SEGA of America 
Platform: Microvision • Year: 1990 

Bowling Basics - Bowling for the Microns ion 
■{the first programmable handheld system) al¬ 
lows players to indulge in the popular blue- 
collar sport while on the go. When the game 
begins, the ball rolls down the side of the alley 
and then rolls back and forth along the bottom 
of the street When the ball ts in the preferred 
alignment, the player simply presses the BOWL 
button, sending the ball down the lane toward 
[he pms. Unlike Bowling for the RCA Studio 
II and Bowling!/Basketball! for the Odyssey2, 
Mjc revision Bowling features realistic scoring. 

Join the 300 Club - Bowling is for one or two players and offers 
two skill leyels: Fast and Slow, which determine how quickly the 
ball moves back and forth prior to launch. In Slow mode, press¬ 
ing the BOWL button at the right time is a cinch, thus slamming 
home a strike Is ridiculously easy. In Fast mode, the challenge 
increases somewhat, but strikes stisl occur with alarming fre¬ 
quency, Scoring 3QQ, a rare feat in real bowling, is a common 
occurrence in this game. 

The No Spin Zone - Simplicity personified, Bowlmg is more 
like a target shooting game than the actual sport on which il is 
theoretically based. Came pi ay consists of nothing more than 
aligning [he ball and rolling ii straight down the lane. There are 
no hooks or curves, and players cannot spin rhe ball, render¬ 
ing strategy all but nonexistent. A decent player will never roll a 
gutter ball unless he or she does so intentionally. 

Bowled Over? In theory, bowling is a sport well suited to the 
Micro vision system. Players won't mind tthe game's simple 
display of squares substituting for balls and pms, but they will 
find the utter Jack oa skill needed to play the game sorely disap¬ 
pointing. The programmers clearly dropped the ball on what 
should! have been a no-bramer. 

Brett Weiss 
author of Classic Home Video Carnes 1972-1984 

Rating: 2/5 

Name: Bubble Bobbie * Company: Probe 
Platform: PSX * Year: 1996 

Welcome to the house that Bub and Bob buift. If not for the 
preeminent Space Invaders aliens, that bobble-blowing dino¬ 
saur Bub would surely be the defining, iconic representative of 
Taito's prosperous history. Since their 1986 debut, Bub and his 
brother Bob have made countless appearances In games ranging 
from the adored Bubble Bobble series La the puzzle franchise. 
Bust-A-Move (also known as video game crack). Heralded 
as one of the few franchises that attract women to gaming in 
droves, the legacy of Bubble Bobble deserves to be honored, and 
Acclaim did just that on the franchise*! 10 th anniversary. And 
don’t purge your pores, purists: the developers at Probe didn't 
muss with a good thing, so prepare to be transported back to 
the ’80s with this collection consisting of the original arcade 
versions of Bubble Bobble and its sequel, Rainbow Islands. 

The original Bubble Bobble is pure, visceral arcade action as 
ptayers traverse a 100-floor cave to reach the bottom and 
save their girlfriends. No passwords, no saves, just 15 credits 
maximum to complete your devilishly difficult mission to clear 
each door of ail enemies by capturing and subsequently pop¬ 
ping I hem inside bubbles. You will die time and time again, 
but the depth of methodology with regard to the art of bubbEe 
manipulation will keep you coining back For more as you make 
jusi enough progress each time out to keep you hooked. Better 
yet, the game becomes sheer bliss when you wrangle a buddy to 
play a cooperative game oF bubble-bursting. 

Strangely, Rainbow Islands shares little in common with Bubble 
Bobble other than the same whrmsical graphics. Excellent in 
its own right, Rainbow islands resembles a standard platformer 
more than its predecessor, with its Focus on reaching each 
stage's goal. Tradition flew out the window, however, when the 
developers chose to make every stage completely vertical. No 
left to right business here: you'll have to bop your way to victory 
or ride The stripes. Instead of bubbles, players fire rainbows 
to defeat enemies and build platforms^ allowing you to literally 
scale an entire stage without executing a single jump. 

While at the time of its release this compilation was the only way 
to experience the arcade originals, it's been rendered obso¬ 
lete by the games' availability m more recem collections, such 
as Taito Legends. This has not deterred collectors, however, 
as they continue to eagerly drop S35 to claim il as [heir own, 
Maybe, m the end, we're all just hopeless addicts looking for our 
bubble blasting, rainbow-slinging fix, andTalto has scored our 
drug of choice. 

- Kristina Potts 

Rating: 5/5 
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Name: The House of the Dead Return 
Company: SEGA 
Platform: Wii * Year 2008 (03/11) 

Name: Mystical Ninja Starring Goemon 
Company: Konami 
Platform: N64 * Year: 1998 

-Kristina Pom 

Rating: 4/5 

Unfortunately for gamers, what this results in are emulations of 
two mediocre arcade releases from 10 and six years ago respec¬ 
tively. White both games proved to be decent distractions in the 
arcades, this collection will hold the attention of only the most 
hardcore HotD fans, at best, and fails to measure up to the field 
of rrew Wo tides in this genre. 

Both ports really show their age, with the graphics boost to 
HotD3 occasionally creating slowdown during game play, while 
the sound, especially HotDZ's hokey voice acting, is average at 
best and laughable at worst. Playing on the Wsih the collection's 
disc access can become annoying as it breaks up the action with 
black "How Loading” screens whenever a player wishes to skip a 
cut scene. So, to keep things slightly fresh, Sega has thrown in 
a few new curiosities in the form of six total game modes, extra 
features pop m through game progress and, through 
calibration, gun control is nearly always on. 

While HotD Z£3 Return gives players an arcade-perfect look at 
the series, current gamers are far better off picking up Resident 
Evil Umbrella Chronicles or even Saga's own Cho&t Squad. The 
title has been printed in healthy supply so collectors may want 
to hold off unless they have a real heart for the House. If col¬ 
lecting is your thing, effort would be better spent i rack mg down 
the original HotD Sega Saturn release or the Dreamcast's unique 
Typing of the Dead- 

- Aaron Auxins 

Rating: 2/5 

Nobody ever sard being an early I ■ ===j| 
Nintendo 64 adopter was easy. I 1 "7 i f! ’ 
Sure, there was the brilliant I 
Super Mario 64, but after you've 'v 1 
collected every last star, then 1 v . 
what? You sal and twiddled your Uah • 
thumbs waiting for Zelda until 
they snapped off at the Joints, ' " ‘ “ 
that’s what. During those bleak 
years, Mystical Ninja Starring Goemon became known as “the 
Zelda before there was Zelda." This tasty morsel tided many a 
player over, but in Japan, its "Impact" was even stronger, as the 
first foray into 3D for this long-running series. 

Americans hankering for a Zelda-style adventure were certainly 
taken off guard by Goemon. At its core, it's a vision of feudal 
Japan... except the visionary has had a LOT of sake. Goemon 
overflows with humor^ which makes chatting with residents a 
pleasure, despite an awkward localization. That’s the beauty of 
the senes, though not supposed to make sense. Just try to 
resist chuckling when the game cues an absurd laugh track. 

The gameplay will make fans of this genre feel right at home, 
with rip-offs of standard Zelda fare, such as the map, compass, 
and hearts. Your mind will never be overly taxed, however, as 
the game focuses on action over puzzle-solving. Unfortunately, 
this presents a few problems due to an unwieldy camera. These 
difficulties are exacerbated by a sporadic frame rate that chugs 
as hard as freshmen at a frat party, especially in large environ¬ 
ments. Thankfully, castles consist of moderate* sized rooms, so 
the meat of the game plays well. Speaking of food, the castles 
also have playfully creative desrgns that include your player- 
character hopping across giant Shogs pieces to swimming in 
soup as scallions float by. The graphics don't push the N64 any. 
but presentation is aided by a fantastic, eclectic mix of mu¬ 
sic. As a clever touch, castle tracks grow more complex as you 
progress deeper. 

While it pales in comparison to Goemon's Great Adventure, Mys¬ 
tical Ninja offers a light, breezy adventure that isn't especially 
challenging or long, urv ske its tough-as-nails follow-up. Those 
prone to headaches or motion sickness should steer dear, but 
if you tan ignore the flaws. Mystical Ninja dishes out a heaping 
portion of that special brand of wackiness that could only come 
from Japan. 

Zombies and guns have been paired up 
so many times the tandem should have 
its own mathematical theorem. Shooting 
at the shambling dead is so popular that 
now the Nintendo Wii is housing another 
flesh-eating franchise, courtesy of Sega's 
arcade catalogue. 

The House of the Dead 2&3- Return is a 
straight -up port of Sega's, HoldZ and 
HotD3 as released on the Xbox. 



Name: Herzog Zwei • Company: SEGA of America 
Platform: Genesis * Year: 1990 

Herzog Zwei is a release that caught gam¬ 
ers, reviewers, and even Sega's marketing 
department completely off guard. White 
Sega carefully exploited arcade ports and 
celebrity tie-ins to lure NE5 owners to Sts 
shmy new Genests, Herzog Zwei seemingly 
went out of its way to alienate American 
audiences, from the title onward- In fact, 
the game Herzog (or “Duke" in German) 
had been published outside the US in 
19SB and "zwei“ is simply German for the 
number two. In other words, Herzog Zwei is 
a sequel to the original Herzog, also developed by 
Technosoft, but unknown m North America, Not only is the 
name confusing, the play style seems over-complicated and the 
top-down visuals are initially Just plain confusing. Itbs hard to 
get a handle on the game merely by looking at the back of the 
box. 

Yet Herzog Zwei is a landmark release on Genesis. ftrs the first 
console real-time strategy game published in the U.$n before 
the style exploded m popularity with Dune II, WarCraft, and 
Command & Conquer. (The only other 
console game to explore this new genre at the time was Military 
Madness on the TG-I6-) The futuristic setting Features two op¬ 
posing factions in a war over territory with players 
guiding a Transformers-style unit with the capability to morph 
from a fuel-burning jet to a ground-stomping robot. 

White you can engage in 
combat with the hybrid vessel the strategy primarily involves 
purchasing and transporting eight unit types needed to elimi¬ 
nate your rival's bases on eight themed planets. Thirty-two 
levels, two-player split-screen support, 
diverse terrain^ and a challenging computer opponent make this 
a standout title. The only real blemish is the use of 
passwords instead of battery-backed memory to save statistics 
and progress. AlasP that's more a reality of that time period than 
a conscious effort to shortchange gamers. 

Since Herzog Zwei is such an original tide in the Genesis' exten¬ 
sive library, it is a highly sought after game. Most Genesis own 
ers passed on the tide during its initial run, thanks to question¬ 
able marketing, poor press coverage, and unfairly harsh reviews 
by certain publications. White its histone value alone makes the 
game a collectible, Herzog Zweis playability, fast-paced action, 
and visionary design only reinforce its must-have status. 

-Scott Alan Marriott 

Rating: 5/5 

Name: Cradius V ■ Company: Konami 
Platform: PS2 * Year: 2004 

Gradius rocketed onto the game scene in 
1986 and white the series had lost a lot 
of steam in the ensuing eight years with 
large release gaps and a few installments 
not reaching the U.S, at all. Konami placed 
a lot of stock in Grad I us V, us Playsta¬ 
tion 2 revival of the iconic franchise in 
an industry where 2D shooters were a 
rarity. The words “Gradius" and "Treasure'* 
should no doubt catch the interest of 
Video Game Co I tec tor readers and, fortu¬ 
nately, the fabled developer was at task In 
crafting this most welcome dose of old school. 

As expected, all of the trademark Gradius elements were resur¬ 
rected, including the heated two-player mode, power up system! 
massive bosses, insane firepower and controller-throwing 
difficulty. Thanks to 
the s3S2, The audio and 
graphics have been 
boosted considerably, 
with well-produced music 
and sound, high impact 
lighting effects, popping 
explosions off the screen 
and large groupings 
of on-screen enemies 
displayed with minimal 
slowdown, While difficulty 
is a must for hardcore 
shooters, Cradius V is a beast even at its least challenging - a 
huge low blow to the casual gamer. Even given new ways to 
utilize option power-ups, environmental hazards and unforgiv¬ 
ing enemies will repeatedly blow players away, Bur once past the 
toughest edge in the teaming curve, players can eventually earn 
free play, new game modes, new weapons, a weapon edit mode 
and more! adding replayabilily to the game. 

Gamers can't go wrong with Gradnus V, but they may also ho 
havmg a hard time finding it as Konami is officially out of stock 
on the title. With most major retailers no longer listing it in 
on lino catalogues,, eBay auctions for the game are now fetching 
nearly $40 a pop. Not only does the title resonate with collec¬ 
tors based on its lineage, it is a shot of retro properly pumped 
up for a newer system, making it doubly appealing and apt to 
keep it in demand, 

-Aaron Auzins 

Rating: 4/5 
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Name: NeoCeo Battle Coliseum 
Co m p any: $ N K- P fayfri ore 
Platform: PS2 * Year: 2007 (12/17} 

Name: Rolling Thunder 3 
Company: Namco 
Platform: Genesis * Year: 1993 

After two years exclusivity in Japan, 
NeoCeo Battle Coliseum is finally avail 
able stateside and. in the process, has 
transported 40 characters and themes 
from nearly every worthy NeoCeo title in 
existence to the Playstation 2. With the 
ability to pit Kazuna Encounter against 
World Heroes or match Metal Slug 
agarnst King of the Monsters, Coliseum 
not only answers The prayers of NeoCeo 
fans but serves up the ijfeatest pure 
fighter of 2007. 

This title Introduces two versus-two team battles where com¬ 
bat ants tan tag in and out and perform double-seam attacks. It 
also offers a healthy roster 
that draws from Art of 
Fighting, Fatal Fury. Last 
Blade and more while add¬ 
ing several new characters 
whose moves are redo¬ 
lent with NeoCeo-related 
overtones. The character 
art has been tailored for the 
new entry while main¬ 
taining SNK's signature, 
hand-rendered feel, while 
it contrasts nicely with the 
rendered backgrounds reviving a host of themes ranging from 
Last Resort to tool Cool Toon. SNK Pans will be sucked directly 
into the Furious action given that the tight controls and special 
move commands are virtually untouched from the company’s 
earlier fighting titles. 

While the single-player mode does feature unlocks and a hand¬ 
ful of modes, the true heart of the title lies in its multiplayer 
mode and unless you have a friend to rock, playing solo may 
grow tiresome after a handful of sessions. Also, sadly, the Japa¬ 
nese version's online mode was axed for this release, further 
eroding its rep lay ability. 

Nam CD’s tolling Thunder series is r.i 
essentially a slower, more methodical 
version of Contra. Instead of blistering 
action and frenetic shooting, Roiling 
Thunder is more about carefully 
managing ammo and taking preci¬ 
sion shots whife ducking into alcoves 
or behind crates. Both franchises are 
known for their high degree of dif¬ 
ficulty, so neither is exactly aimed aE 
5hooter noobs. Rolling Thunder 3, the 
second game in ihe series to appear 
on the Genesis, is a system exclusive 
that offers mne weapons, ten side-scrolling levels, and secret 
areas, all packed into a 12- megabit cartridge. 
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With the ability to fire at an angle or while jumping as the major 
innovation. R13 definitely offers a different type of shooter. I ike 
its LG-bit predecessor, RT3 taps into the James Bond mystique, 
complete with a secret agent on a one-man mission to elimi¬ 
nate terrorists working for a nefarious organization with a weird 
name ("Celdra"?), Weapons include laser rifles, grenades, shot¬ 
guns, bazookas, flamethrowers, assault rifles and more. You can 
now choose a weapon before each stage, but there's a catch 
once ordinance has been used, it won't be available for 
subsequent missions. 

The majority of levels are staged on foot, but RT3 does roll in a 
few vehicle stages in the form of high speed battles on a mo - 
torcyde and personal watercraft. Nonetheless, while the game 
offers more features than previous installments of the fran¬ 
chise, the lack of two-player support is seriously disappointing. 
Rolling Thunder 2 managed to deliver intense cooperative play, 
exotic levels, and a longer; more challenging adventure, Rolling 
Thunder 3 is easily the best looking and most accessible game 
m the series, but it doesn't quite measure up to the intensity 
level generated by its predecessors. Still, quibbles aside, both 
Rolling Thunder titles on Genesis are desirable since they are 
entertaining, arcade-style shooters unique to rhe system's 
library. 

While Coliseum can be tracked down at retail fairly easily at 
prices as low as S 10, anyone who holds NeoCeo dear to their 
heart cannot pass up this title. Although the title is budget 
value, if it keeps ending up in the bargain bins, gamers unaware 
of its quality passing on it could enhance Coliseum's ultimate 
collectability. At &1G„ however, anyone who even remotely en¬ 
joys fighters will find a Eon to enjoy here and now-, 

-Aaron Auzins 

Rating: 2/5 

-Scott Alan Marriott 

Rating: 3/5 
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Name: Tetris ■ Company: Nintendo 
Platform: NE5 * Year 1985 

Reviewing Tetris for the Nintendo is some¬ 
thing of a challenge right off the bat. For 
one thing, two diFFerent versions of the 
game exist for the NE5 since there was a 
rights battle worthy of a Tom Clancy novel 
clogging up the process. I won't even at¬ 
tempt to reiterate the licensing vagaries 
connected with this classic game, hut I 
did devote a chapter to the subject in my 
book, "Confession oF The Came Doctor" 
and there’s plenty of information on the 
saga online. 

Instead I will concentrate on the Nintendo version of the game* 
but then the fact is that all versions of Tetris are pretty much the 
same. Yes, the Tengen version features distracting renderings 
of Russian life In the background, but nobody really cares about 
those except for the fact that they make that edition even more 
exotic and collectible. But more on that later. 

I can't imagine that anyone reading this magazine hasn't played 
Tetris, but just to Cover my bases: the game consists of seven 
"teironimoesr each of which comprise four square blocks as¬ 
sembled in a unique formation. These ictronimoes are dropped 
from the top of the screen one by one and as they tumble down 
the play5eld, the player can both move she tetronimoes hori¬ 
zontally and rotate them by 90 degree turns. The object is to 
complete a horizontal line of tetrommo blocks, at which point 
that Ime of blocks disappears, 

Leaving a horizontal row incomplete means it just sits there, 
forcing subsequent tetronlmo blocks to pile up. Thereby short¬ 
ening the distance each new tetronlmo will fall [and the concur¬ 
rent time during which the player can manipulate it). 

More than once I have stipulated that Tetris is, indeed, the 
perfect video game, it is playable on anything from a state- 
of-the-art game console to a cell phone with no diminution 
of entertainment It fits my rule of thumb that a classic game 
should take a minute to team and a lifetime to master. Finally, 
ii is infinitely entertaining. The sense of genuine closure that is 
provided when a player slides one of those straight pieces into 
a slot that simultaneously clears out a quartet of rows is hard to 
match. 

Of course, if you're a collector, it's the Tengen versmn you'll 
want to get your hands on. Much more rare Than the Nintendo 
edition, this is a genuine collector's item, a piece of history and 
perhaps the most compellingly collectible cartridge in gaming 
history. -Not Thai you can't hnd copies, but they aren't common. 
The Tengen version of Tetris represents the guys who lost the 
battle, the guys who REALLY got Tetri sized; The company, in 
short, that faced its Waterloo in the international court system- 
and everybody re members Mapoleon better than Wellington, 

-Bill Kimke! 

Rating: 5/5 
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Name: Cate of Thunder Company: Hudson Soft 
Platform: TurboGrafx CO * Year: 1992 

As johnny Turbo would say. Care of 
Thunder’s "got the arcade feelJ'h Any¬ 
one who browsed gaming magazines 
in the early "SOs surely remembers, 
as much you may try to forget. TTi's 
misguided marketing campaign starring 
iheir rotund superhero, whose appear¬ 
ance could only be described as Home 
Improvement’s Al Borland in goggle$ 
and rubber boots, combating the propaganda being spewed 
by the evil F-t&A corporation. While Johnny and his“roommate" 
Tony couldn't save the Turbo Ouo from dismal sales, he was 
right about one thing - Cate of Thunder is one beautiful, intense 
shooter. 

Upon starting the game, cannon shots stream across the void 
like shooting stars, revealing enemy forces that dwarf the play¬ 
er's ship. The bad guys begin their assault, and then the source 
of the nitial cannon fire reveals itself as a massive battleship 
that descends upon the player-character, placing them in claus¬ 
trophobic quarters. And we've o^ly gotten started- 

Gate of Thunder definitely has style. The plot and locations 
correspond with the usual tropes ot this genre, Gate of Thundei 
doesn't attempt to reinvent the wheel, but its level of refinement 
was unheard of in its era. The gameplay is fast and smooth, with 
tight controls, and the whole experience heightened by the wide 
variety of abilities available. Players can choose from among 
three different speed settings, three unique weapons, and alter 
the positioning of the options, all on the fly at any point in the 
game, 

The difficulty factor is exceptionally well balanced, never falling 
into the common trap of making it impossible io recover after 
a defeat. The game is a treat for the eyes as well with masterful 
spritework and parallax backgrounds popping with rife as en¬ 
emies swoop into the foreground. Gate of Thunder is also her¬ 
alded for its exhilarating, rockin' score, but it's often drowned 
out by the satisfying ruckus of Its sound effects, 

In fact* ’'satisfying" is the perfect word to sum up Cate of Thun¬ 
der as a whole. From the slick intro to the moment you realize 
your heart is stili racing during the credits. Gate of Thunder is 
every bit as thrilling as jackin' up chose riot-even-hum an FtkA 
goons. The experience won't come Free, though, as ihe Turbo 
Duo's 3-in-I pack-in generally sells at S40-SS0. For a cheaper 
option, there's the stand-alone Virtual Console release, but 
whichever way you go. don't let FEKA mislead you because you 
can't hide from Johnny Turbo11 

-Kristina Potts 

Rating: 5/5 



Name: Chip Jn Dale: Rescue Rangers 2 
Company: Capcom 
Platform: NE5 • Year: 1994 

While rodents fighting crime in the hu- 
man world might sound absurd, it actu¬ 
ally served as the premise of one of early 
15901 s hofctest properti es, Of course. 
you cant have a hot property without a 
game based on it, thus, entered two NE5 
tides featuring Disney's surly chipmunk 
duo Chip and Date. 

The premiere title faired very welt with 
challenging two-player platforming 
staying true to the material and, thank¬ 
fully, Capcom followed the adage, "If it ain't broke, don’t fix 
it/1 Building upon the original with extra touches, Chip n Dale: 
Rescue Rangers 2 stands among the higher quality titles at the 
end of the NFS's life. 

Any gamer who tackled Rescue Rangers will find no surprises 
with the sequel's controls or premise. While the title is slightly 
harder this time around - especially in the much more satisfy¬ 
ing boss battles - the chipmunk* have a few more tricks up 
their sleeve* with crouching box throws and running power box 
throws to more easily dispatch foes. The title received a notice¬ 
able bump in graphics resulting in better-executed cutscenes 
and while most of the sound has been recycled, all of the 
game's music is completely original, but equally catchy. 

While the platforming es a blast, cheap deaths are made possible 
courtesy of the game's one-way vertical scrolling. Also, this 
installment removes the world map from the first title, taking 
away the handful of stage choices the original title feaiured- 
Minor issues asrde. RR2 captures the essence of the first title 
while adding enough elements 10 keep the series fresh and 
interesting. 

Originally released on the tail end of the WES, RR2 is quite the 
ticket For collectors, banking in at values of around £30. While 
both installments are quite fum part two far outvalues the 
original and ranks in as the highest-valued Disney license on 
the NES. 

-Aaron Auzins 

Rating: 4/5 

mw 
Name: Dance Dance Revolution: Mario Mix 
Company: Konami 
Platform: Gamecube * Year: 

wuh a long-running base on 
Playstation systems and increas¬ 
ing popularity on the Xhoxr it 
was no surprise Nintendo would 
eventually be salivating for a 
piece of Konami‘s Dance Dance 
Revolution. At the height of the 
senesr popularity, Nintendo of¬ 
fered its biggest license in order 
to differentiate its title from the 
rest and create a recipe for suc¬ 
cess, However, the Gamecube 
DDR souffle fell Hat, offering, up nothing more than a generic 
mess of a music game, which didn't hold a candle to DDR titles 
offered elsewhere. 

Dance Dance Revolution: Mario Mix's core is no different than 
the titles, which made the series a success, but the Mario theme 
lends its own charm that leads to a number of other non¬ 
rhythm-based mini-games multiple players can try their hand 
at.. While the mini-games provide some quick bursts of fun, the 
meat of the meal is spoiled thanks to a complete lack of quan¬ 
tity and quality. 

While the game looks great graphically and controls very well 
thanks to the specialised pad controllers included with the game 
bundle, there i* very little substance to carry the solid founda¬ 
tion ported over courtesy oT DDR's success. Licensing fails to 
go beyond Mariop meaning every song in the game is an orches¬ 
tral piece based on Mario background music or classical tunes, 
which all offer very littie depth or challenge. Furthermore, when 
you compare quantity to other DDR titles. Mario Mix fails to of¬ 
fer up a song total com parable to most DDR offerings. 

Bad Gamecube music games are a blessing far collectors and 
DDR Mario Mix doesn 't disappoint with its limited quanti¬ 
ties that were hard to track down even at launch. Ringing up 
at values of £45+. the disc alone is widely recognized as the 
second-most collectable Gamecube title behind the even-worse 
MC Gruovz Dance Craze. If you throw in the complete package, 
however, eBay hounds are Forkmg over more than £100 for the 
whole shebang, 

-Aaron Auzins 

Rating: 2/5 
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Name; Voyeur * Company: Philips 
Platform: CD-I, PC, Mac • Year: 1993-94 

It was Peter Sellers as "Chance" in the 
1979 him classic “Being There" who made 
ihe line T like to watch" famous. Some 14 
years later, Philips brought out a game for 
its CO-1 {or CDI) console that Chance would 
have positively adored Voyeur. 

The great challenge for ihe early full- 
motion video 11 MV) games was the lack 
of interactivity. In too many FMV games, 
the player spent more time watching than 
they speni playing. It was a long way from 
the sandbox classics such as Myst to games that were about as 
Interactive as a branching storybook. 

Voyeur, one of the premiere CD I games as developed by Phil¬ 
lips PGV, is an interactive movie—or at least a series of non-in 
teracilve movies that somehow comprise an interactive expe 
hence. It's also a game, and has some virtues in that regard, 
bus ihe bottom line is that the player-characier is exactly what 
the game calls them: a voyeur, a peeper who collects evidence 
through access to a series of rooms within a mansion worthy of 
Agatha Christie. 

The storyline casts the p-c as a P.I., hired by a scion of the typi¬ 
cally wealthy and powerful family that invariably inhabits these 
whodunits. A renegade within the Hawke family (zero points for 
subtlety there, POV) has employed the p-1 to gather enough dirt 
or Hawke patriarch (and Hawke Industries CEO) Reed Hawke 
to scuttle his planned presidential run. And since the family is 
conveniently gathered together at one of their many mansions 
and there arc cameras planted all over the joint, what better op¬ 
portunity to take a peak at how the other half lives7 

Ifs quIce a look, too. as Voyeur includes semi-nekkid ladies and 
supposed sex scenes (the cover features a warning about "ma¬ 
ture- subject matter" but I never saw anything that mature, 

The gameplay m Voyeur comprises selecting a series of rooms 
into which you want audio-visual access. You've got a souped 
up telescope that you tan move from window to window from 
your perch across the street. A smart cursor pops up if there’s 
anything worth seeing or bearing in said room. You select the 
room, you watch. You cannot affect the events you watch: you 
are a remote viewer in every sense of the term. The order in 
which you choose to view the events in the many rooms within 
the Hawke Mansion has a definite impact on the information to 
which you receive access. You tecord and collect the key clues 
to Reed's closet full of skeletons and if you get enough dill, you 
"win." As to the movie part of the process, the scenes them¬ 
selves are professional looking and demonstrate good produc¬ 
tion values. Directed by Robert Weaverp the film's cast includes 
Robert Culp, -Grace Zabfiskie and Michael Corbett, 

The g^me offers a nice variable in that the family member who 
hues you is randomized each time you play. And remember, the 
order in which you become privy to the Hawke's secrets changes 
the story I me enough to make the game worth several plays fort 
anyone who enjoys the first. Like Chance. Voyeur appeared on 
the CD I in ! 93 and on the PC and Mac in '94. In 199b, Philips 
produced a sequel exclusively for MS-DOS {Weaver’s InterWeave 
was again the developer}. 

- Bill Kunkel 

Rating: 3/5 

Name: Kid Icarus: Of Myths and Monsters 
Company: Nintendo- • Platform: CB * Year: 1991 

While most Nintendo fans clamor about 
Kid Icarus' lack of a proper sequel, many 
often fail to recognize its portable entry. 
Thankfully for fans of the series, the 
handheld entry served as an upgrade to 
the 19S7 original, thrusting Pit back Into 
familiar action in Of Myths and Monsters. 
With demons attacking once again, Pit is 
summoned to gather ancient treasures 
to become a more fonnidabte adversary against evil In ac¬ 
cordance io the original, players will guide Pit through scrolling 
levels, culminating with a boss battle In an expansive dungeon 
every fourth level. The presentation is true to the original, fea¬ 
turing epic background music to accompany the current mood 
and environments littered with Creek inspiration, While some 
of the characters do not match this quality, the bosses and 
Pit’s transformation do serve as memorable models and white 
there are a few grating sound effects, overall, the presentation 
is well done. The apple doesn't fall far from the tree here as 
the title controls identically to its NE5 installment. Players will 
be able td jump, shoot and maneuver with ease thanks to the 
light controls and the vertical scrolling deaths have graciously 
been removed. With the added benevolence and extra strength 
provided to Pit through proper training, some of the trademark 
challenge is removed from the title, but players should still find 
Of Myths and Monsters an enjoyable romp through the land of 
angels. The title can still be found in most used game shops, 
but due to its namesake, Kid Icarus holds as one of the few titles 
in i be Game Boy library still mainlining a SLO value. Huwever, 
those looking to relive the classic on the go can’t go wrong wuh 
handing over a Hamilton as owners will be treated to a genuine 
classic in updated portable form. 

-Aaron Auzins 

Rating: 4/5 



Name: Kirby Superstar - 8 Games in 1 
Company: HAL / Nintendo 
Platform: SNES • Year: 1996 

While the mention of playing 

52-in-i is enough to make any 
gamer cringe, Nintendo pul its pink 
puff up to the test in carrying a 
multi-game cartridge on its back. 
Thankfully, Kirby Super Star comes 
through on the task, creating one of 
the SNES's finest platformer. All of 
the games are standard K*rhy fare 
- sucking up enemies and stealing their powers to take down 
threats to Dreamworld; Players are thrust into the original ad¬ 
venture complete with revamped graphics and new powers and 
open up new modes that find Kirby battling Meta Knrght under 
strict time limits, tombing for hidden treasures and running the 
gauntlet of every boss in the game. Super Star Is loaded to the 
brim with content and there is hardly a dull moment to be found 
m any of the games. The graphics are appropriately updated to 
crisp 16-bit quality, containing individual styies between each 
game, with the title using impressive scaling effects to boot. 
The series3 signature music style and sound effects also carry 
over to the can, providing classic and updated audio to flesh 
out the Kirby experience. Most Importantly, though, SuperStar 
features gripping platforming action that goes beyond jumpinq 
on enemies' heads. Each game mode has a different power-up 
method that will have players experimenting to find which at¬ 
tacks are most effective in a given situation and with the ability 
to split an ability into a helper character, a buddy can join in on 
the action and assist with the battle. The mini-games are aiso 
tailored for multiplayer, featuring simplistic yet intense exer¬ 
cises in precision and timing that can be enjoyed over and over. 
Kirby Super Scar is an example of a title that will satisfy casual 
players and collectors alike. While the title isn't a hard one to 
track down, its mascot and game play adds up to a mid-range 
price tag. The cart houses hours of platforming perfection, 
which will have players forking over around 530 for the cart 
alone, while a complete version fetches about $50- 
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-Aaron Auxins 

Rating: 5/5 

Name: Land Stalker 
Company: Climax / SEGA 
Platform: GENESIS - Year: 

While Sonic filled the void for 
Mario-type games on Seya's 
systems, the Genesis still lacked a 
standout title that could 
compete with the Zelda line of 
tities. Many gamers immediatefy 
compare Land Stacker to the clas¬ 
sic Nintendo series* however; it 
implements a number of highly- 
unique features and if it weren't 
for such a frustrating control 
scheme, the title may have pos¬ 
sibly come close to the success 
enjoyed by Miyamoto's adventure. 
Land Stalker implements the ever- 
famous three -quarter overhead 
view for its adventure, howevet, jumping and platforming 
become a huge addition to the formula. Treasure hunter Nigel 
still has an impressive adventure arsenal, though, including a 
number of weapons, items and spells found in similar titles. 

Climax does nicely in creating a tush adventure world with vary¬ 
ing environments and with the stress on platforming, many of 
the world's objects are designed with a 3-d feel to them. The 
title's music, designed by Motoaki Takenouchi of Shining Force 
fame, and sound effects are also highly successful in pulling the 
players into the adventure. Unfortunately, most of Land Staffer's 
challenge comes from hs clumsy implementation of "3-d move¬ 
ment." The control of the title, especially in jumping, feels 
incredibly awkward at first and even after growing accustomed 
to movement, it can still be incredibly tough to jump from point 
A to point a. The isometric feel of the title can also lead to 
misjudging jumps and while players do get used to the scheme, 
the first segments of the game can be quite brutal depending on 
how fast players adapt. While the title isn't perfect, players who 
tough it out will enjoy great presentation and dungeons along 
wtlb some refreshing additions to the genre, The title carries a 
medium value and isnrt too hard to find so Sega fans can easily 
enjoy a Zelda - type adventure for around $15 CS30 compieteh 

-Aaron Auxins 

Rating: 3/5 

*: Thumpa-thgmpa, yo! 
Sacrificial, beneficial, 
nothing here is artificial. 



Name: Nester's Funky Bowling • Year: 1996 
Company: Nintendo * Platform: Virtual Boy 

With the attention Nintendo Power 
mascot Nester received amid nearly 
five years of publication, many fans 
of the magazine were probably 
surprised it took until L996 for the 
wacky icon eo star in a Nintendo 
game. The spiky red-head got 
his one-time shot m an obscure 
bowling tide for the short-Fived 
VirtualBoy and while the game is 
hardly perfect, Nester's Funky Bowl¬ 
ing stands as one of the system's 
easiest-to-pi ay and most collectabFe titles. Anyone who has 
played a 16-bit bowling title (such as the SNES's Super Bowl¬ 
ing} will find no surprises here, with all of the standard options 
available at the time tucked into Funky Bowling, Players can 
choose between Nester and his girlfriend, which hand they bowl 
with and the weight of the ball between standard, practice and 
challenge modes, giving the tide some decent replayability. 
The tide's graphics hold up well with a number of entertaining 
animations in correspondence with the action and through the 
gimmick of the Virtue I Boy, the graphics show decent amounts Of 
depth and scaling. 

Although limited, the background music rings through nicelyH 
however, funky Bowling features nothing more than run-of- 
the-mill bowhng sound effects. Ultimately the title’s enjoyability 
rests upon how much the player enjoys bowling. The game"* 
controls are tight, but rely on nothing more than positioning left 
and right and timing sliding meters property. Once players find 
a combination that work*, it's merely a matter of rinsing and 
repeating for the highest score possible. Challenge mode mixes 
the pins, up for spontaneous conditions and multiple players 
can alternate on the same Virtual Boy. however, the repetition 
will only Iasi so lung before gamers move on to something else. 
The title's simplicity should be attractive to most any Virtual&oy 
gamer and the fact Neuter's Funky Eowhng was one of only two 
tules released on the format in 1996 makes it rather collectable. 
The cart is netting around $40 on eBay ($100+ if complete) and 
constantly hovers among the top of the systemhs most-valuable 
games . 

-Aaron Auzms 

Rating: 3/5 
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Name: The Last Ninja ■ Company: Atari2600.com 
Platform: Atari 2G00 * Year: 2008 

Among many, one of the fondest 
memories players have about the Corn- 
mad ore 64 adventure genre were in the 
lineage of System Ts The Last Ninja. 
With players assuming the final resis¬ 
tance against Shogun Kuniloki's new 
era. they are treated to much more than 
mindless fighting, putting players to 
task of exploring,, navigating dangerous 
environments and solving minor puzzles. 
Whether or not this homebrew had the 
goaf of imitating System 3’s successful 
formula, this 2600 version just doesn't provide enough to make 
a fulfilling release. 

At face value. The Last Ninja puts together a nice visual pack¬ 
age, coming complete in its own box and fresh label and even 
in the game, the character sprites are detailed enough you can 
identify whether each enemy is a ninja, samurai or the empo- 
rer. Sound is minimal with only art ending jingle and a buzz 
every time a character is injured. While players can explore the 
garden for a strength power-up, the game only features one 
level in only one design, meaning the game can be cleared in 
possibly less than one minute and since the enemies can be 
easily exploited through walls* the entire experience feels like 
an introductory level instead of an entire game. Asa res u Ft, the 
game Is mildly entertaining only for the rough minute or two It 
takes to burn through it the first time with no incentive to play 
through multiple times. 

The title, however, should interest hardcore 26DO buffs as the 
title received only limited release treatment when it debuted at 
the Classic Gaming Expo in 2007, Atari 2600. com and Atari Age, 
com both carry the exclusive title for the price of S39-$5 and 
once those sources run out of stock, it’s Seemingly unlikely 
more copies will make their way onto the market. 

-Aaron Auzins 

Rating: 2/5 



Name- Street Fighter Ilf: Third Strike 
Company: Capcom 
Platform: Dreamcast • Year: 2000 

When it came to Capcorrt1* 2-D 
fighters. Sega usually played its cards 
right to ensure the biggest names 
in the genre hit its systems. This 
was no different for the Dreamcast, 
which scored all three Street Fighter 
III games during its cycle, including 
Third Strike, the last original Street 
Fighter title until IV. 

Following a release of Double im¬ 
pact - featuring the first and second 
editions of the title - Third Strike wraps up the upgrades to the 
SFfH engine, introducing new characters, ^ judgment system., 
new stages and other minor technical upgrades. However, even 
with a fresh coat of paint, the title still features all of the core 
mechanics of the series, As is typical For games in the genre, 
the title is a direct port of the arcade game and features little 
else extra aside from training and versus modes. This unfortu¬ 
nately dumps the meat of the game play on having a friend to 
spar against as the single-player mode and its uber-ch&ap fjna| 
boss can become tiresome quickly. Technically, the Dreamcast 
represents the arcade presentation to a T. Ail of the insanely 
fluid animation is faithfully reproduced on the console and every 
sound effect and music sample is pumped out with quality. Un¬ 
fortunately, though, the Dreamcast controller might not fit the 
bill for all players. The rough D-pacf and triggers can at times 
damper the controllability of the title and arcade purists will be 
a lot more comfortable with a compatible arcade joystick. As a 
black label title, collectors will no doubt enjoy the 540 value of 
the tide, but less motivated Dreamcast Fanatics may find more 
playability and senes history in Double Impact at about half the 
price. Players of current systems will also find more value m the 
Street Fighter Anniversary Collection, which packages in Street 
Fighter l| X along with Third Strike on the Playstation 2 and 
Xbox, once again, ai half that price. 

-Aaron Auzins 

Rating:4/5 

Narne: Time Soldiers 
Company Alpha Denshi / SEGA 
Platform: Sega Master System * Year: 1988 

Sega was able to bring the arcade 
home, scoring a port of a proven 
coin-op title for the Master 
System. While Time Soldiers had 
a unique premise m the held 
of three-quarter overhead view 
shooters, is its S-bd execution 
enough to satisfy arcade junkies? 

As the name suggests. Time Sol¬ 
diers sends players through vari¬ 
ous Stages of time in a game of 
war after the title's villain, Gylend, 
imprisons members of your [ask 
force. With your friends held cap¬ 
tive throughout the time periods, 
the game offers up an impressive 
variety of enemies for Its time of release, ranging from cavemen 
and dinosaurs in the Primitive Age to ninjas in the Feudal Age of 
War along with huge futuristic and mythological bosses. 

t 

However, while Time Soldiers has an interesting foundation, it 
plays out as a mixed bag. While the graphics are actually quite 
impressive for the Master System, the sound and music doesn't 
equally measure up. Game play and control are satisfac¬ 
tory overall with a number of areas* power-ups and secondary 
weaponry, but occasional flicker, lack of challenge and repetitive 
enemy behavior really seesaw the enjoyment of the Title. 

The low challenge is a real bummer as most stages can be 
dashed through without having to put up a fight, al! mid¬ 
bosses merely shoot Five-bullet streams then move and boss 
fights have tons of safe areas on the outside of the screen and 
powered-up secondary weapons can take them down in a flash. 
Ultimately, with such a blow to its core shooter game play. Tame 
Soldiers Fa its to be anything more than average. 

While Tmne Soldiers is a mold of pros and cons, it is, however, a 
welcome addition to anyone's Master System library. The title 
brings solid arcade action to the console and collectors should 
be watchful of its medium-ranged value among games on the 
system, especially if the package js complete and includes its 
poster, a set selling for around S3G on eBay. 

-Aaron Auzins 

Rating: 3/5 
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insrrerJuLdcin to The Price Guide 

Where do you get your pocet? 
We're nor visited by magic pricing pixies, nor 
do we subscribe to retail pricing programs that 
provide one concrete list for all of the games. 
What you see here is the result of many hours of 
footwork by dedicated staff members at Video 
Came Collector. The prices are our own work 
as we comb the Internet and various sources to 
record verified sale prices from retail outlets, 
online auctions, private transactions and more 
to iron out an average price based on our Find¬ 
ings. Prices are for games that are near-mint, 
which means cartridges should be clean (no 
rental stickers or marketed names) with all labels 
intact and firmly fixed to the cart and disci; must 
be unscratched without being resurfaced and 
include the original case, inserts and instruc¬ 
tions. Complete in bo* games must include the 
original box and instructions, which should also 
be in near-mint condition, Scratches, bends, icky 
stains and ot herobvious mutilations to the mate¬ 
rial will only gross out collectors and lower the 
value of your item, 

Why i^n't my game listed* 
it's not a conspiracy against certain publishers - 
with the thousands of games made available, it's 
possible a few may slip by here and there. We 
aim to list every known official domestic video 
game release known to humankind but release 
dates after our editorial deadline, extremely 
iow-key releases ciose to the deadline or human 
errors in the spreadsheet may have kept a Few 
games from appearing on this issue's listing, We 
apologize for any omissions but if you know of a 
game missing from our vintage system listings, 
be sure to give us heck at www,ygc ollector.com. 
You know you want to, 

Doyen ii-=■ t label and packing variants? 
We try to list any variants when they either affect 
a game's price or the variations are completely 
different In their game play, This is most notable 
For Atari 2600 carts manufactured either by Sears 
or Tele--Games, but also games such as Tetris 
(Tengen vs, Nintendo) or budget labels such as 
Greatest Hus or Player’s Choice. While collectors 
prefer non-budget editions (see Final Fantasy 
vjl), game play variations such as the Greatest 
Hits Virtua Fighter 4- Evolution are included for 
completion even if the value is the same. We also 
list premium-packaged tales for newer systems 
and the value assumes all original casing , inserts 
and discs are included at near-mint condition. 

Will anyone pay me the price listed in your magazine? 
The local video game store isn't full of jerks, ihey 
are just practicing business 101. A store gener¬ 
ally will not pay full guide price smee they like 
selling things at a profit because they love paying 
their bills so much. Hopefully, though, the store 
will offer a fair price based on a percentage of 
what n will in turn sell the game For. The price 
will also reflect a number of business factors as 
well including demand, the inventory of a game 
the store already has, condition of the game, 
whether or not the game is currently on a special 
sale and more. 

What does NC5R mean? 
Nio Current Sales Recorded. Some games are SO 
scarce, you just never see them up for saSe. We 
know they're out there somewhere, hut it’s hard 
to tr^ck the sales of a game that never sells. 
We can only imagine the Loch Ness monster is 
hoarding a 1992 NE3 Nintendo Campus Chal¬ 
lenge cart and that's why we've never seen it. 
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Wizard Video Games 
Complete m Box 

CONOmOM GRADE g/io 
EXCELLENT 

S$4S'9S 

Miner 2049 Volume t| 
TigerV«»n 

Compiete in Box 
CONDITION GRADE 10*10 

FLAWLESS 
,J159S 

M;s!skk 
AUri 

Complete in 0e* 
rCONErttiOMGftACEWw 

Wit, 
*"3-3S 

Atari 26ao.com stocks a 

deep selection of graded 

Atari 2600 cartridge's 

to lit ever/budget 

DealeriWhplesaie Lots 

Avail abl e Please I nq u i re 

Wi.vw.atari26db.cb1n 
3605 W. Ray f?d # og 

Chandler, AZ 85228 
780.8g5.961y 
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Game Boy Advance Coin. 
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Sega Master System 
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Blast Clumber 5 Crusaders ol Might and Magic 7 Final Fantasy VII [Original] 55 
Blast Lacrosse 35 Crypl Hitter 12 final Fantasy VII [Greatest Hits) 45 
Blast Radius 6 Cubix: Robots (or Everyone 6 Final Fantasy VIII 10 
Blaster Matter: Blasting Again 5 Cyberia 4 Final Fantasy IK 13 
Blasio 7 Cybersled 5 Final Round, The 5 
Rlazing Dragon! 9 Cyberspeed S Fisherman's Bait 9 
Blockids 7 CyWTUw 5 Fisherman's Bait 2: tig QT lass 13 
Blood CniMi: legacy of Ka»n 12 D (LengbffltJ 45 FisherPrice Rescue Heroes 12 
Bloody Roar 11 Dance Dance Rerolutvon 35 Plmtstones Bedrock DowHng, The 15 
Bloody Roar 2 12 Dance Dance Revolution Disney Mia 45 floating Runner 11 
Blue's Clues: Hue's Big Musical 7 Dance Dance Revolution Konamix 33 Ford Racing 5 
Board Game: Top Shop 7 Danger Girl 7 Ford Track Mania 7 
Bob the Builder: CanW&Fbt ft? a Dare Devil Derby 39 3 Formula 1 5 
Gojey: Dead 6 19 Bsrklight Conflict ft formula 1 2969 $ 
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BrainDrad 13 17 Deftoq 5 4 Ftmlyle Boardin' 3 
Biati 9 Delta Force: Urban Warfare 9 Freestyle MetOCtess: McGrath VS, Paslrada 19 
Brave Fencer Musashi 14 Demolilion Racer 12 Fregger 11 
Bravo Air Race 11 Descent 4 Fragger 2 14 
Breakout ft Pew enl Maximum 7 Front Mission 3 22 
Breath,of Fite 111 40 Destrega 16 Future Cop; LAP® 16 
Breath Hi Fire IV 25 Destruction Derby 7 6. Darius 15 
Brigand ine 66 Df Struelian, Derby 2 9 Galago 3 
Broken Helix 4 Oestraction Derby Raw 11 Galen sms ft 
Broken Sword II: The Smoking Mirror 11 Deleclire Barbie 13 Gallop Racer 23 
Broken Sword: The Shadow cf the Templars 12 Devil Dice 19 came oi LHe, The 19 
Brunswick Circuit Pro Bowling 15 Dexter's Lab ID Gauntlet legends 15 
Brunswick Circuit Pro Bowling 2 24 Diablo T 25 Gekido 9 
Bubble BohUe w Rainbow Islands 35 Die Hard Trilogy 5 Gekioh; Shooting King 7 
Subsy 3D 9 Die Hurd Trilogy 2 7 Geom Cube 3 
Bug Riders 5 DigimOn Digital Card Battle 13 tax 9 
Bug* Bunny ft Taz; Time Busters 13 Digfinwn Rumble Arwe 12 Gex 3: Deep Cover Gecko S 
Bugs Bunny: l»t in Time 19 Digimon Wortd 15 Gex: Enter the Getko 3 
Bug's Life, A 3 Digimnn World 2 36 Ghost m Hie Shell 26 
Builder’s Block 5 Digimon World 3 25 Glover 9 
Burning Road 16 Dine Crist! 6 Goal Storm ft 
Burslrick Wake Burdins 3 Dino Crisis 2 9 Gcal Storm “97 11 
Bushido Blade 11 Dinosaur 9 Golden Nugget 15 
Bushido Blade 2 14 Dirt Jockey 3 Goofy'S Fun House 13 
Bust-a-Groevc 59 Disc world! 35 G-Fqlice 5 
Bliit-3-Groove 2 55 Discworld 11: Mortality Bytes 36 Wotltt: Weapons of Justice 6 
Bust-a-Move 2: Arcade Edition 20 Disruptor 6 Gran Turismo 7 
Bust-a-M ere 4 26 Divide, The: Enemies Wilhirt 16' GfanTuri5iiw2 ft 
Buit-a-Mwe >99 26 Donald Duck Goto' Quakers 12 Grand Slam Baseball ltl 4 
Busier Bros. Collection 11 Doom 17 Grand Theft Aufe 7 
Buu Lkhtyear of Star Command 
C: TSieCOrttra Adventure 

12 Dora (ho Explorer 11 Grind Theft Auto 2 7 
15 Dr«ula:The Last Sanctuary 9 Grand Theft Auto Compilation 26 

C-13: Final Reiistance G DraculK The Resurrection 8 Grand Theft Auto: London 1938 8 
Cahels’s Big Game Hunter 12 Dragon Ball GT; Final Bout [Atari] 15 Grand Theft AuIk The Director'! Cut 12 
Cabtla's Ultimate Deer Hunt 13 Dmgon Ball GT: Final tout [Bamtai] 36 Grand ia 35 
CaeHris Palace 12 Dragon Ball t Ultimate Battle 22 9 Granstream Saga, The 3 
Caesar's Palace II 14 Dragon Seeds 22 Grid Runner 5 
Caesar's Palace 2069 19 Drbgen Tsles: Dragon Seek 13 Grlnch, The 11 
Capcomvs. SNK Fro 13 Dragon Viler 13 Grind Session 6 
Car and Driver Pre«nls Cin»rnri Tour Racing “9ft 5 Dfajon Warrior VU 35 Grudge Warriors 5 
Card Games 7 DragonHeart Fire ft Steel 15 Guardian's Crusade 9 
Cardinal Syn 5 Driver T Bubble 5 
Carnage Heart 1ft Driver 2 19 Guilty Gear 21 
CART World Series 3 Ducali World Racing Challenge 12 Gundarrt Battle Assault 1G 
Casper ft Duke Nufcem: Land of the Babes 15 Gumtam Battle Aj»idt 2 Id 
Casper: Friend! Around the World % Duke Nukem: Time to Kill 6 Guflfighter: The legend of Jesse James 6 
CastlexPrfia Chronicles 35 Duke Nukem; Total Meltdown 16 Eunsliip 12 
CasBevania: Symphony ul the Right jOrigirul] 56 Dukes of Haizard 2, The 7 Hardftall 5 7 
CasUMnia: Symphony ef Ike Kght jCceilHl MH] 4Q Dukes of Kauard, The 7 NardBall “95 7 
Castrul Honda Supertike Racing 9 Dime 2MD 12 Hairy Putter and the Chamber ol Secrets 14 
Cat in ihe Hat, The 9 Dynasty Warriors 13 Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone 1ft 
Celebrity Deathmatch 7 E,T,:TheEKlra-Torreslrial S Harvest Moon: Back to Halwro 16 
Centipede 16 Eagle One 14 HUG Boxing 3 
Championship Bass 9 Easter BUiKiy'? Dig Day 6 Heart of Darkness ft 
Championship MolocrosS 16 Echo Night 11 Hellboy 7 
Champiutish ip Motocross 2001 12 ECW: Anarchy Ruiz! 5 Hello Kittyls Cube Frwty 18 
Chanflpleflship Surfer 3 EClft Hardcore Revolution 5 Here’s Adventure 40 
Chess 7 Eggs of Steel 12 Herctttes 13 
Chessmaster 3D, The 13 Ehrgeii A 25 H«en 5 
Chessmasferll 26 

15 
Einhander 
Elemental Geaibobt 

36 
2 ft 

High Heart Baseball 2696 
High Heat Baseball 2D01 

3 
5 

Chickw Run 9 Eliminator 3 High Heat Baseball 2002 9 
Chocoln Rating 29 Emperor's New Groove, The 19 Hi-Octane 6 
Chotebs's Dimjeon 2 25 Epidemic 5 Hire, The 5 
Chronicles of the Sword 9 Equeslrian Showcase 7 Hugs of War 26 
Chrana Cress 15 ESPNixtreme Games ft Hooters Road Trip 3 
Circuit Breakers a ESPN HLSGameHight 2DOO 11 Hoshrgaml 23 
City of L«t Children, The 15 ESPN X-Games Pro Boarder 4 Hot Shots Golf 15 
Cwilintiofl II 17 Eferrtal Eyes 

Evil Dead: Hall to the King 
4 Ho! Shots Colli 14 

Cleopatra's Fortune 3 11 Hal Wheels Extreme Racing 13 
Clock Tuwer ts Evil Zaire 9 Hof Wheels Turbo Racing 13 
CleckTswer II te Excahhu r 2555 A.D, 9 Hugo: The Evil Minor 15 
Codtcame: Tenka 7 Expendable 7 Hydro Cross 7 
Colin McRae Rady 9 Extreme Go-Kart Racing 7 Hydro Thunder 12 
Colin McRae Rally 2 11 Extreme Pinball 14 fHRA Motwsports Drag Racing 5 
College Slam 4 fl 2000 7 Impact Racing 11 
Colony Wars 5 FI Chsmpionship Season 2060 7 In CoU Blond 16 
Colony Wars Ilk Red Sun 3 FI Racing Championship 

FI Wurid Grand Prix 1999 
12 In the Hunt 15 

Colony Wan: Vengeance 5 6 Incredible Crisis 9 
Command ft Conquer 22 Ft World Grand Frix 2600 5 Incredible Hulk, The 15 
Command ft Conquer; Rod Alert 22 Fade to Black 5 Independence Day S 
Command ft Conquer: Red Alert Retaliation 22 family Card Games fun Pack 5 Inspector Gadget 9 
Contender 4 Family Fend 23 tnlelligent Dube 3a 
Contender 2 5 Family Game Pack 14 lntelKvision Classic Games 11 
Contrac Legacy of War 12 Fantastic Four, The 

Fatal Fury: Wild Ambition 
26 International Supmtai Soccer Pro “9ft 1ft 

Cwiftoarders 5 20 International Superstar Soccer Pro Evolution 15 
Cool Boarders 2 5 Fear Effect 3 International Track ft Field 4 
CoolBoarders 2061 7 Pear Effect 2: Retro HfllU 13 International Tfack ft Field 2969 6 
CodlBoarders 3 3 Felony 11»79 12 Inuyaiha 16 
CnolBoardCrt 4 7 FIFA 2096 6 Invasion From Beycnd ft 
Countdown Vampires 15 FIFA 2061 7 Iron MawXO Manowar 3 
Courier Crisis 7 FIFA 2062 7 Iron Soldier 3 11 
CererlOpi: Mudear Lawn 11 FIFA 2903 11 Irritating Slick 6 
Crash Bandicoot 16 FIFA 2094 12 Italian Job, The 6 
Crash Bandicoot 2 19 FIFA 2603 17 Jackie Wien: Stuntmaster 15 
Crash Bandicoot: Warped ID FIFA *96 a Jade Cue eon 9 
Cr«h Bash 10 Ft FA ^7 11 Jarrell amt Lahonfe Stock Car Racing 7 
Craih Team Racing 16 FIFA *98, 6 Jeopardy! 9 
CrealureS 6 FIPA *99 12 Jeopardy! 2nd Edition 12 
C re Mures: Raised rtl Space 15 Filth Element, The 5 Jeremy McGrath Supercross 26(H 9 
Grime Kilter 7 fighter Maker 19 Jeremy McGrath SupercrO!! *98 « 
Critical Depth 4 Fighting Force a Jersey Derit 14 
Crilico* 7 Fighting Force 2 8 JelMoto $ 
Croc S Final Doom 16 Jet Mote 2 7 
Croc 2 ID Final Fantasy Anthology 25 Jet Mote 3 8 
Crossroad Crisis 6 Final Fantasy Chronicles 25 Jiguw Madness 6 
Crew, The: City ul Angel! 21 final Fantasy Origins 22 Jimmy Johnson's VR football W 2 
Crusader: No Remorse 11 Final Fantasy Tactics 30 Jimmy White's 2: Cueball 4 

Tills Complete 
(n Box 

Johnny flazookatorfe 5 
JoJo's BiEaire Adventure 9 
Judge Drfrld 11 
Juggernaut 11 
Jumping PlaiM 10 
Jumping Flashl 2 16 
JumpSlart Wildlife Safari Flew Trip 11 
Jungle Book, The; Rhythm sn Groove 13 
Jupiter Strike J 
Jufasilc Park;The LostWsrW ID 
Jurassic Parh; Warfalh 12 
Krl Grand Frii 9 
K-1 Revenge 
K-1 The Arena Fighters 
Kagere: Deception II 
Kartia 
Ken sen 
Kickboxing 
Kaleahj The SNA Imperative 

Killing Zone 
Ring of Fighters >95, Til* 
King of Fighters *99s The 
King's Field 
King!! Field LI 
Kingsley1! Adventures 
KISS Pinball 

A 

Knockout Kings 
Knockout Kings 2069 
Knockout Kings 2901 
Konami Arcade Classics 

Kmiy Inn 
Kurt Warre*1! Arena Football Unleashed 
Land Bel ore Time, The: Big Wafer Adv, 
Und Before Tine, The; Great Valley Racing Ad* 
Land Before Infe, The: Return to the &V. 
Largo Winch 
Legacy of Kaim Soul Reaver 
Legend ul Dragoon, The 
Legend of Legaia 
Legend of Mana 
LEGO Island 2 
LEGO Racers 
LEGO Rock Raiders 
Lentnungs ft Oh Mo More Lemmings! 
Lemmings 3D 
lethal Enforcers 1 ft 2 
Ills ft Glitch 
Hon King, The 
Little Mermaid II, The 
Loaded 
Lode Runner 
Looney Tunes Racing 
Looney Timev Sheep Raider 
lucky Luke 
Lunar 2; Eternal Blue Complete 
Lunar: Star Star Slery Complete 
Lunar: Silver Star Story Complete F.E. 
MftMs Shell Shocked 
Machine Head 
Machine HulHer 
Madden 2000 
Madden 2091 
Madden 2002 
Madden 2003 
Madden 2904 
Madden *97 
Madden *93 
Madden *99 
Magic Carpel 
Magic: The Galhering-Battlemw ge 
Marble Master 
Martian Gothic 
Marvel Super Heroes 
■Marvel Super HerMS Yl, Street Fighter 
Marvel *4, Cspcom 
Mary-Kate and Ashley: Crush Course 
Mary-Kateand Ashley: Magical Mystery Mali 
Mary-Kale and Ashley: Winneris Circle 
Mail Destruction 
Master of Monsters 
Mat Hoffman'S Pro BMX 
Maximum Force 
MDK 
MechWaniorJ 
Medal of Honor 

Mega Man S 
Mega Man Legends 
Mega Man Legends 2 
Mega Man X4 
Mega Man *5 
Mega Man XS 
Men in Black 
Metal Gear Solid 
Metal Gear Solid: VR Missions 
Metal Slug* 
Michelin Rally Masters 
Micro Machines V3 
Mike Tyson Boxing 
Miracle Space Race 
Misadventures ul Tron Bonne, The 
Miss Spider’s Tea Party 
Missile Command 
Mission: Impossible 
MLB 2969 
MLB 2061 
MLB 2092 
MLB 2693 
MLB 2604 
MLB 2905 
MLB *90 
MtB *99 
MLB Pennant Race 
Mobil 1 Rally Championship 
Mobile Armor 
Mobile Light Force 
Monaco Grand Pru 
Monkey Herb 
Monkey Magic 
Monopoly 
Monster Bars! 
Monster Rancher 
Monster Rancher? 
Monster Rancher BattSecard Ep. II 
Moriiter Rancher Hop^Bout 
Monslen, Inc. 
Monsfers0*d 
Mor| the Chicken 

25 
14 

25 
35 
49 
16 
13 
15 

6 
15 ft 
13 
6 

11 
16 
13 
1ft 
15 
9 
9 

12 
19 
11 
IS 
7 
9 
6 

14 
11 
12 
6 
5 

25 ft 
5 ft 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 

19 
3 
3 
4 
9 
3 
3 
9 
9 

15 
11 

3 
20 
20 

ft 
11 
It 

3 
7 
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Sony PSP 

Aisautt paying 
AiteJijc, paying 

SicMor Pjriy, paying 
BMX Air master, paying 

Gkwng!, paying 

Bumper BaiK Paying 
Cate Wallc, pacing 
Chase rh? Chy^lcwiiggn 

Color Bar Generator.. paying 53i n.Da 

Condor Allack, paying $lOS.OQ 
OazytJimbfw.payieg $43,00 
Cubicoloc, paying $$$jnquLre$$$ 
Cusler'^I^eh!^, paying §2?m 
D*aih Trap, paying $21JQQ 

Ell's Ladder, paying $$$lriqu.rc5$5 
Espial, Twyinv 

$-1:4.00 

$s6 m 
SlSJM 

S52.0Q 

$32.00 
SlSO.-M 

SS3.00 

Erfpter., paying 

Gas Hog. paying 

CaunrleMMfying 
Glib, paying 
firavilar. paying 

G^alEKaperp^yjng 
C>uard La rv paying 

HaMoween, paying 
Harbor frcAftt, paying 

$44.00 
sis.™ 
S23.0Q 

666inqu!reS$$ 
$55.00 
S26.00 

S70.00 

552.00 
$70.00 
$14.00 

Karate, wog $$$inqurre$ $ $ 
LochiaWj paying $4fflUM 

Magtawd paying $$$lnquira$$$ 
Hafcagai, paying S320.OG 

faster Builder, fraying $26.00 
Mi™.1* 2Q49"ef Volume II $24,00 
Muntmuma's Revenge, paying $18.00 

MoTOCIOwRiK1?rl paynig 621.00 
Mmoci04$ ftacer/ronrart $ 11 □.00 

Mr.Dol's Castle, pacing $24.00 

Mu-tic Machine, paying $140.00 
Obcii^ paying $35.00 

Out of Conlral, paying 5265,00 
Pepsi 1 nvadm [Wysiig j$$irKluire$$$ 
CFberCsQubes* paying $65.00 

Ouadmn, paying $195,00 
Oui?st for Quintana te>o $i ?.o(j 

tetue Te na, 1 r paying S73.M 

Rnrar Palrtrf, paying 5320-00 
Fobin Hood paying $26.00 

Katun KoodvSir Lancelot $ 17.00 
Rubik's Cube, paying $ i g.oo 

Seah-Jwk paying $14.00 
Shuttle OrfaLter, paying $20.00 

Sir Lancelot, paying $19.00 
Spjice Canyon paying $t4.00 

Spider Maw, paying 590.W 
Spite Peak. paying $10.00 
5pdnger, paying $44,00 

Stronghold paying $75.00 

paying $14.00 
$w&!dquestWaEerworld 557.00 
Tank Brigade, paying $ 15.00 

Tcjc** Chainsaw Massacre $46.00 
lomafc Ihe Barbarian,paying $j7.go 

Toolh PrOttCIW, paying $75.00 

Up n Powrt paying S19.0C 
Video Life, paying $SSjnqulre$$$ 

Vulture M lack, paying $ 110.00 

Wall BalU paying 515,00 

Wail Defender, paying $62.00 

X-MiW\ paying $95.00 
Z-Tack paying $51.00 

Atari 2600 Cartridge in working 

condition without label f ndii « defects, 

CheEkour website for cempM* buy lilt 

PRICE, SELECTION 

wwwAtarL2600.com 

«0*9M617 

C4MnpUbi 
In Sox 

PlayStation ?CDni 
Trill Cwfipk-li 

In Bax 

PlayStation 3 

Qufhj^tH 
lufl*. 

ATAWJ&K 

NEW HIGHER BUY PRICES 
hhsi 
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Philips, 3DO, Tandy, TI and more! 

LARGEST SELECTION 
on the internet 

10,000+ UNIQUE ITEMS 
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What do make of rising game prices? 
IE's no friend of ours when prices go up every year, Games were 
S39-99, then 549.99 and 5 59.99. Where do you think it's go¬ 
ing io go next? 579? $89? $99 a garnet It’s hike there’* a wall 
between us fgarne developers/publishers] and the gamers. What 
happens is, we just keep sticking another layer of brrcks on the 
wall, and that's ultimately very frustrating for the gamer. 

Would you be interested in making an MMO 
i feel if i were m the music business. I'd be like Madonna -1 en¬ 
joy changing up what I normally do. I'm not Just doing the same 
kind of game, year in and year out, jus? churning the same old 
thing out. over and over. For me, it's just interesting because l 
learn so much. 

Right now. free-to-piay MMO* are the thing. I think it's just 
interesting, the markets and how that works, the game play, and 
the concept of how to get people invested into these games. It's 
a very honest business model - if they don't like your game, you 
don’t make any money at ail |laughs]. Think about that: If your 
game is kind of crappy, then you're going to get zero dollars. 
Thai's not good, i like that. What do you do? How do you be 
careful about the way you've structured the game, the experience 
and everything else. It's fascinating! There are a million different 
things to take into consideration to pull that off. and I'm learning 
them. 

At the same time, I would love io make a Wii game, i d love to 
make an Xbox Live Arcade game. I'd love to make an iPhone 
game. There are too many things to do. That's the problem 
(laughsL 

What are you doing today? 
l am one of the founders and chief creative officer for the new 
Acclaim. The company basically released some MMO games 
that we were working on with Asian companies, We found Asian 
MMQs that we liked and brought them to the U.5. and basically 
Turned them into our own versions, [We gave sheml new names, a 
full localization, and everything. 

in reality, that was great because to start a company rn this space 
is very dangerous. With MMO games, most of them struggle ter¬ 
ribly We were profitable almost right away. We got investment, 
so now we have money, which makes us dangerous [laughs] 
We started multiple new games, so I'm actually designing new 
games right now, 

What will those new games be like? 
They're very next-generation, free-to-play [games3, so I'm trying 
to think about where free-to-pi ay is going to go in the future 
I'm trying to build games that I think are going to be very mass 
market. Again, that's not my background, so that’s very interest¬ 
ing to me how to make games that are going to appeal to a wide 
audience. 

That does not mean Sudoku and all that kind of junk we're 
making real, full-size games, but staring at the interface for 
hours on end, (asking), "How can we remove this button? How 
can we remove that button, so that it's not ridiculously compli¬ 
cated to play The damn Things 

How can you help new game developers? 
I have no issue with helping people, < get e-mails ah the time, 
and 1 reply to them whenever l can. i can't reply to every single 
one I get thousands. The answer back is usually. "Oh. my Cod' 
I've e-malled 10 companies, and you’re the only one that re- 
plied1" That's absolutely standard 

The other thing ihal happens is I give them advice. I found l was 

answering the same questions over and over, so I ended up mak¬ 
ing a websne Jwww.dperry.com] that I just put my answers an. 
That helped a lot because I didn't have to keep re-answering the 
same things. 

Now, every single trade show I go to, someone comes up to me 
and says, "Thanks. I followed your advice, and I got a job in the 
industry!" That's the payoff for me. It’s really cook it1"t one of 
those things that's very easy to do. It's not difficult to just say, 
"Hey, you should consider this," or, “Why don't you try Thai?" 
Usually, they’ve got the passion, but they just need some direc¬ 
tion. 

Tell us about the OP Challenge1. 
It's a very difficult challenge, but there are students out there 
domg it. Just go on GanneFlankings.com and sort out the top 100 
games of all time, rent them and then play them [while evaluat¬ 
ing them from a critical standpoint,) I give you a hst of questions 
that you have to answer on each one. 

It sounds simple, but since 2004 there have been, like, five 
people who have finished. I gwe them a letter of recommenda¬ 
tion for Ehe-r resume if they complete it, simply because In a [job 
interview], those Individuals are going to know mon about the 
top-selling games of all time than the guy interviewing them, 
s guarantee it. They'll know more because they took the time 
to note it, wnte it down, and think about it. It makes them very 
confident when getting Interviewed, and it's a very powerful 
thing. 

That's my challenge to you. [the reader-: Next Time you're play¬ 
ing a game, don't just sit back and play it; ask yourself what Jthe 
developers] are domg right, what they're doing wrong and why 
you're fee! mg the way you are. You'll start to form opinions, and 
that's ultimately what will help you when you’re irt design meet¬ 
ings down the road- 



Gamers who walk the walk know Gen Con ain't just talk. 
It's four days of non-stop action, no matter what planet you're on. 

Or battlefield you're in. Or what server you're on. 

There is literally something for everyone, and that includes an 
Egame Arena with a variety of tournaments, industry guests of honor, 

table top games based on the hottest video games oftoday, 
an exhibit hall where you can browse, purchase and check out 

the latest games k gear and much more! It's that big. 
And best of all, you don't have to leave your attitude at the door. 

Check us out 3t www.gencon.com 



Paying 
£190! 

§ 
Paying 
S1-S032 

Premier Video Games 

is Paying Top Dollar for factory sealed (with horizontal seam on back) 

Nintendo games in C-9+ (near mint/mint} boxes!! 
Below is a Current Buy List 

Final Fantasy 7 
Black Label 

Paying $250 

Final Fantasy 
3 

Paying $500 

Premier Video Games is a division of Brian's Toys, Inc. 

SIS 
si 50 
STS 

£190 
£50 
£300 

$150 

£125 

S50 
$150 
Si 00 

$90 

£90 

si oo 
S50 

£90 

£190 

£1O0 

£50 

SI 50 

£100 

£79 

£150 

SG5 
S$£ 

£100 

$100 

$100 

Sf 00 
£150 

£125 

$150 

$129 
$75 

£75 

£75 

$100 
£100 

£100 

£150 

$50 

£250 
£200 

£100 

$50 

$75 

Buying 
Playstation 
Sealed Games! 

uymg 
Super Nintendo 
Sealed Games! 

£50 

£100 

S3S 
£100 

£200 

$200 

$150 

SS50 
£100 

$75 

$75 

STS 
£75 

$100 

$90 

S3S0 
£190 

£125 

$150 

$150 

STS 
£190 

If you have sealed video games for sale, please email joe@premiervideogame$.com. 
fax (608} 687*7573, or call (608} 687-7572 and ask for Joe. 

Go to brianstoys.com/videogames for a complete buy list and updated prices. 


